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STELLINGEN

1. Een supersone bundel wordt binnen de ruimte, begrensd door 'barrel shockwave'

en Mach schijf, niet door het omringende gas beïnvloed.

2. De verandering van het rotatiespectrum van waterstof bij 0.8 kbar zoals

waargenomen door Durana en McTague wordt veroorzaakt door een niet-

hydrostatische drukverdeling in hun monster en verschaft geen informatie

over het evenwichtsgedrag van waterstof.

S.C. Durana and J.P. McTague, Phys.Rev.Lett. 3J_» " ° (1973).

3. Bij het bepalen van rotonfrequenties met nauwkeurigheden van 'vO.Ol cm"1

dient men zeer goed uitgegloeide monsters te gebruiken omdat anders

gemakkelijk afwijkingen van die orde kunnen worden veroorzaakt door de

aanwezige spanningen.

4. De lengLv. . 'iuding van de verschillende delen van een zoogdier-poot en

de plaats van de spieren er in kan op grond van energie minimalisatie

redelijk nauwkeurig voorspeld worden.

5. Het is niet verwonderlijk dat de frequentieverhouding tussen de Q.(l)

vibratieovergang van waterstof en de Q (2) overgang van deuterium ongelijk

aan /2 is; en ook niet dat deze verhouding dichtheidsafhankelijk is.

S.K. Sharma, H.K. Mao and P.M. Bell, Yearbook of the Carnegie

Institution (Washington) 1979, 358.

6. Het plaatsen van 'Amsterdammertjes' bestrijdt weliswaar effectief het

parkeren ter plaatse, maar lokt uit dat elders waar parkeren eveneens

verboden is, dat toch geschiedt.



7. Het is waarschijnlijker dat de door Nelson en Ruoff waargenomen isolator-

metaal overgang in xenon hetzij wordt veroorzaakt door inhomogene druk-

verdeling in hun monster hetzij plaats vindt bij een druk die hoger is dan

volgens de Hertzpuntcontacttheorie berekend wordt, dan dat de tegenwoordig

aanvaarde ijking van de robijnfluorescentie tegen de druk in ernstige

mate onjuist is.

D.A. Nelson and A.L. Ruoff, Phys.Rev.Lett. kl, 383 (1979).

H.K. Mao, P.M. Bell, J.W. Shaner and D.J. Steinberg, J.Appl.Phys.

49, 3276 (1978).

J.M. Besson, private communication.

8. Het soortbegrip in de taxonomie dient gebaseerd te worden op biochemische

en wiskundig verwerkte morfologische gegevens en niet alleen op de

subjectieve interpretatie van de laatste.

9. Aangezien bij alle pogingen tot reproduceren van het anomaal magnetisch

gedrag van CuCl zoals waargenomen door Brandt et al. lagere afkoelsnel-

heden werden bereikt dan bij de oorspronkelijke metingen, kunnen deze

niet als weerlegd worden beschouwd.

N.B. Brandt, S.V. Kushinnikov, A.P. Rusakov and M.V. Semenov,

Pis'ma JETP 2]_, 37 (1978).

10. Voor het vinden van een juiste uitlijnprocedure voor een conventionele

optische opstelling voor het waarnemen van kleine verschillen in

dubbele breking, is de hulp van een simulatieprogramma in een rekenmachine

bijzonder nuttig.

11. Voor de bepaling van kristalstructuur en roosterparameters in een

diamantcel is een techniek die gebruik maakt van EXAFS in polychrome

synchrotronstraling te verkiezen boven monochrome standaard röntgen-

technieken.

16 juni 1982 R.J. Wijngaarden
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INTRODUCTION

Solid molecular hydrogen along with its isotopes is the simplest

molecular solid. Therefore it can be considered a model system for the study

of the intermolecular interactions and dynamics in the solid state. It has a

number of interesting properties which distinguish it from other molecular

solids. Due to its small mass and shallow curvature of the intermolecular

potential large zero point motion exists. It is extremely compressible: the

density can be increased by a factor of 5 by applying pressure in our present

experimental range (up to 600 kbar). Consequently the intermolecular isotropic

and anisotropic potentials can be probed deeper into the core, than in other

solids. In this thesis we concentrate almost entirely on the spherical

symmetric J = 0 hydrogens; these have a very important property: the free rotor

states that describe the rotational motions of an isolated molecule are almost

undistorted in the low pressure solid state. The solid can thus be visualized

as an assembly of molecules all translationally localized on lattice sites but

freely rotating, even at T = 0 K. This is a consequence of the weak anisotropic

interactions and the large rotational constant. Since the rotational constant

is practically independent of pressure and the anisotropic interactions

increase with increasing pressure the concept of free rotors must break down

at a sufficiently high pressure. One of the aims of the present study was to

test this hypothesis.

Raman scattering is a very useful tool in the study of excitations in the

solid. It is sensitive for k = 0 excitations such as phonons, rotational

excitations and intramolecular vibrations. Due to the anisotropic interactions

in the solid the rotational and vibrational interactions are delocalized

giving rise to wave-like excitations called rotons and vibrons.

In chapter 1 an introduction to the properties of solid molecular

hydrogens is given. The experimental setup used to apply high pressure at low

temperature is discussed in chapter 2, there also sample preparation, pressure

calibration and other experimental procedures are discussed. Chapter 3 deals

with the observation of vibrons. These data can be used as a test for the

isotropic intramolecular potential. Rotons and phonons are discussed in



chapter 4. The interesting phenomenon of hybridization of these two lattice

modes was observed and is interpreted quantitatively. The roton and phonon

data yield information on the intermolecular potential and phonon data can be

used to obtain T^O K isotherms once p(V) at T = 0 K is known. In the final

chapter 5 the observation of a phase transition associated with the breakdown

of free rotor states is presented for deuterium and compared with theoretical

models. A prediction for this phase transition in hydrogen is also given.

Finally a few remarks on units. Generally we have used units of the

Système International, however we have used kbar as a unit of pressure

(1 kbar = 103 bar = 108 N/m2=0.1 GPa) and cir"1 to indicate energy. We express

frequency in wavenumbers (units of cm"*).



CHAPTER 1

PROPERTIES OF SOLID MOLECULAR HYDROGENS

1.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will discuss some properties of H„ and its isotopes

(D-, T , HD etc.) collectively referred to as solid hydrogens1. The hydrogens

solidify as molecular solids at least in the pressure range which has been

accessed experimentally up to now (pressures ranging from practically zero up to

^600 kbar). Molecular solids are characterized by strongly bonded molecular

units which generally have much weaker mutual interactions. Up to a certain

extent the molecular units keep their gas phase properties. Most molecular

solids have large molecular units with a complex structure; in the solid their

motions are hindered by stacking geometry and steric forces. As a consequence

the description of the dynamic" properties is usually phenomenological. Zero

pressure solid hydrogens are unique among the molecular solids because of

their simple molecular units and because most of the gas phase properties are

hardly disturbed in the solid phase. The application of pressure increases the

interaction between molecular units whereas the interaction within such a

unit hardly changes. It is expected that at a certain pressure (103- 101* kbar)

both interactions may become equally strong thus inducing a transition to an

atomic solid phase. In this thesis the interactions in the intermediate

regime are studied.

Hydrogens are the simplest molecular solids and the properties in the

solid, such as polarizability, multiple moments, vibration and rotation

energies etc., hardly differ from the gas phase values. Most of the properties

of the isolated molecules are known to high precision from "first principles"

quantum mechanical calculations^. These calculations agree accurately

(sometimes within 1 part in 101*) with experiments on molecules in the gas

phase and can be used directly in the description of the solid state. In the



zero pressure solid the intermolecular potential can be written to a good

approximation as a sum of pair interactions:

V .., = I ( V..I + V.,A ) (1.1)
solid it ij ij

We have split the pair interaction into an isotropic (V.. ) and an anisotropic
A 1-'

(V.. ) part. Due to the fact that the anisotropic part is small, the rotational

quantum number J remains a good quantum number even in the solid. The molecules

may rotate freely at their lattice sites and can be described by free rotor

eigenstates. It is expected and in fact observed that this will no longer hold

if the pressure is increased sufficiently.

Although the single molecule properties can be accurately calculated, it

is still a challenge to calculate the intermolecular interactions in the

solid, for all intermclecular distances and orientations. The dependence of

intermolecular potentials on the intermolecular distances is of great

importance in understanding these potentials and can be studied by pressurizing

the solid in order to change the intermolcular distances.

Of hydrogen (H„) and deuterium (D„) two different species of molecules

exist. The protons in the H„ molecule are identical spin | particles. Thus the

total wavefunction must be antisymmetric with respect to an interchange of the

nuclei. For a molecule in the electronic ground state this condition is

fulfilled either if an antisymmetric 1=0 nuclear spin state is combined with

rotational states with even J or if a symmetric I= 1 state is combined with

odd J rotational states. The first combination is called para-H„ (p-H„), the

latter ortho-H„ (o-H„). In deuterium the nuclei are spin 1 particles and the

total molecular wavefunction must be symmetric with respect to interchange of

the nuclei. Thus now the symmetric 1 = 0 and 1 = 2 nuclear spin states must be

combined with the symmetric even J rotational states and the antisymmetric

1= 1 state must be combined with the antisymmetric odd J rotational states.

For D_ the molecules with even J are called ortho-D„ (o-D„) and those with odd

J para-D (p-D ). Ortho and para-tritium also exist; in heteronuclear molecules

the nuclei are distinguishable and the preceding symmetry requirements do not

apply. The crtho-para nomenclature is summarized in table 1.1. At room

temperature the equilibrium concentrations are for hydrogen 75% ortho and 25%

para and for deuterium 33.3% para and 66.7% ortho. It is possible to prepare

99% pure para or ortho samples (section 2.2) and to store these non-equilibrium

samples at room temperature for a period exceeding one week (depending on the

species). The experimental work described in this thesis was carried out on
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J
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odd
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odd

AS
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S

AS

AS

S

S

name

para

ortho

para

ortho

Table 1.1 Allowed combinations for the rotational and nuclear states of H»

and D?. !„ is the nuclear spin of the atom, I ~ is the total nuclear spin

of the molecule. J is the rotational quantum number.

98.5% p-H_ and o-D .

In the zero pressure solid state hydrogen molecules are almost free

rotors and their rotational properties can be well described with the free

rotor Hamiltonian

H = B J (1.2)

where B=R2/2I is the rotational constant and I is the moment of inertia. J is

the angular momentum operator. The energies of the rotational states are given

by the eigenvalues of (1.2):

B J (J+ 1) (1.3)

mThe eigenstates are the spherical harmonics Y (0.) = |Jm> where fi = 6,(j>

specifies the orientation of the molecule, J is the rotational quantum number

and m is its projection quantum number. The rotational constant B is 59.3 cm"1

(85.4 K) for H„ and 29.9 cm"1 (43.1 K) for D„ (ref. 1). As a consequence the

first excited para-H„ level lies E =6B=508 K above the ground state (for o-D2

this is 257 K). At the low temperatures used in the present study (5 K) only

the J=0 level is populated and the only rotational transition possible is

J = 0->-2. The energy level diagram is shown in figure 1.1. The wavefunction of



(9)

Fig. 1.1 The molecular rotational

energy levels for an isolated p-H~

molecule. The angular distribution

of the lowest rotational level is

also indicated. I is the total

nuclear spin and the number in

YOO 1 n parentheses is the degeneracy of

the level.

the J = 0 molecules is the spherically symmetric Y,. state. Because the J = 0

molecules are spherical the ground state properties of p-H„ and o-D. at low

temperature should resemble those of the noble gases. In this case the inter-

actions are mainly isotropic.

The calculation of the isotropic potential between two H„ molecules from

first principles is a challenging problem. We will not go into this matter

but refer the reader to discussions on this subject in ref. 3 and in the

review article by Silvera . From the potential, phonon frequencies can be

derived. In fact this can be used as a test for the potential. This will be

discussed in section 4.4.2. The anisotropic part of the solid state inter-

molecular potential can be expanded in spherical harmonics Y™ and because at

low temperatures in P~H2 (or o-Dj) only the J = 0 states are populated, this

expansion can be restricted to L= 2 (ref. 4). The anisotropic potential is

mainly due to the electrical quadrupole quadrupole (EQQ) interaction and can

bs expressed as

VEQQ = 4iT I '/70C(224;y,-M)e4(R.. ) Y£ (fi.) Y~
p(n.) (1-4

where e,(R. .)=•=-( e Q )2/R. .5 is the EQQ coupling parameter, Q the EQ moment,

Q. and Ü. specify the orientation of the molecules with respect to the inter-

molecular axis R?. and C ( 224;y,-y ) is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient5. In the



zero pressure solid e,/k=0.79 K for H„ and 0.98 K for D„ at the nearest

neighbour distance1. Because of the strong R dependence of V r n n this aniso-
h,QQ

tropic potential can be greatly enhanced by applying pressure. One can say

now quantitatively why J is a good quantum number in the solid. The rotational

states can only be mixed by the anisotropic potential. The strength of this

admixture can be calculated by first order perturbation theory. One finds1 that

the admixture of the J=2 level is proportional to V /6B<0.01. Because of
him
m

the R~5 dependence of V this admixture will increase sharply with pressure,

eventually leading to a situation where J is no longer a good quantum number

and free rotation is no longer possible. This will be discussed further in

chapter 5.

1.2 Solid molecular hydrogens

1.2.1 Quantum crystals

Solid molecular hydrogens, He and He are characterized by a laree zero

point motion (ZPM) of the molecules (respectively atoms) in the solid state.

This large ZPM is due to light masses and shallow wells in the isotropic

potentials. For zero pressure H„ the r.m.s. zero point displacement is 18% of

the nearest neighbour distance. Because of the anharmonicities in the

potential the low pressure thermodynamic properties and lattice dynamics must

be calculated using so-called quantum crystal techniques7. These techniques

renormalize the force constants by averaging over the ZPM. Also short range

correlations are introduced between the molecules to prevent them from

penetrating the hard-core of their neighbours. These correlations favour large

intermolecular separations. This results in effective interactions that may

differ significantly from their rigid lattice values e.g. V is reduced by

10% due to this effect. Because the ZPM increases the zero pressure molar

volume and ZPM becomes less important at higher densities a large compres-

sibility results. The molar volume in H„ is reduced by a factor 2 at 12 kbar

and the maximum compression factor obtained in this study is greater than 5.

1.2.2 Structures

The determination of the structure of the different phases has a long and

difficult history. For a discussion of this the reader is referred to the
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article by Silvera1. We will recall only some properties relevant to this work.

At zero pressure the hydrogens H , D and HD solidify in the hep crystal

structure. The spherical J = 0 species (p-H„, o-D^ and HD) remain in this

structure to the lowest temperatures. The pure J= I solids o-H and p-D

exhibit a structural phase transition at ^2.8 K and ^3.8 K respectively.

Above this transition the molecules rotate freely but below this phase

transition the rotational motion of the molecules is quenched and the molecular

axes orient along the four body diagonals of the fee structure. The space group

of this new structure is Pa3. It is shown in figure 1.2. This structure can be

considered as four interpenetrating simple cubic lattices such that on a given

sublattice the axes of che individual molecules are parallel. The phase

transition is generated by the anisotropic interactions (mainly EQQ) and the

Pa3 structure minimizes the EQQ lattice energy. The elementary reorientational

excitations in this phase are called librons. Classically speaking these are

harmonic oscillations in which the molecules tilt around their equilibrium

orientations. Quantummechanically they are coherent, delocalized excitations

analogous to spin waves. These librons can be studied by means of Raman

scattering and in fact this has enabled the determination of the Pa3

structure8. The phase diagram of the pure J= odd hydrogens is shown in figure

1 .3.

We will now orient ourselves towards the phase diagram of p-H_ and o-D„.

In 1965 Cook et al.9 observed an anomaly in the isobars of solid p-H_ near the
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melting line. This led Roder10 to speculate that, a phase transition had taken

place. Manzhelii et al. 1 1 observed an anomaly in the compressibility near the

melting line and claimed in this and later work that a hep •+ fcc phase

transition had taken place. Mills12 speculated on the (p - T) phase diagram

suggesting that the hep - fee phase line would intersect the pressure axis at

p - 1 kbar. Theoretically Brodyanskii et al. 1 3 had predicted such a phase

transition. Holian14 predicted, in analogy with his work on helium, that for

D the hep - fee phase line intersects the pressure axis at about 9 kbar.

Experimentally Silvera et al. 1 5 could not reproduce any of the thermodynamic

anomalies and suggested that earlier measurements may have suffered

experimental problems or were non equilibrium phenomena. Vindryaevski et al. 1 6

have used elastic neutron scattering techniques that show that up to 17 kbar

p-H„ exists only in the hep structure. Wijngaarden and Silvera17 showed that

o-D at 5 K stays hep up to 150 kbar. In this thesis we show that p-H„ at 5 K

stays hep up to 580 kbar.

In 1973 Durana and McTague18claimed to have observed a hep •>fee phase

transition in para-hydrogen at 0.8 kbar. This phase transition was observed by

scanning the J = 0 ->• 2 Raman lines. In zero pressure solid p-H„ this 10-fold

degenerate line is split into 3 distinct lines due to the anisotropic



interactions. Up to 0.8 kbar Durana and McTague observed these three lines but

above that pressure they observed four lines that they attributed to a fee

phase. This must be a non equilibrium phenomenon (possibly a strain effect)

since we were able to reproduce their spectra in non hydrostatically compressed

samples. Subsequent annealing always resulted in the disappearance of the

extra line^. The roton spectrum was then again in agreement with the hep

phase. Annealing was always done by heating up to one half of the melting

temperature.

As said previously we expect that with increasing density the anisotropic

interactions will mix the rotational states to such an extent that J is no

longer a good quantum number and free rotation is no longer possible. This

will lead to a phase transition that will be further discussed in chapter 5.

At still higher pressures molecular hydrogens are expected to have an

insulator - metal transition and to become an atomic solid.

1.3 Raman scattering

We have studied the properties of hydrogen and deuterium by means of

Raman scattering. We will briefly mention the main features of Raman scattering

to give an idea of what properties can be studied using this technique. Raman

scattering is inelastic scattering of photons from matter where the difference

in energy between incoming and scattered photons is equal to the energy of an

elementary excitation that is simultaneously excited or de-excited in the

scattering process. Thus with Raman scattering one measures directly the

spacing between energy levels that are accessible for this technique.

Conservation of momentum limits this technique to k= 0 excitations.

We will now explain in slightly more detail what happens. We will confine

our treatment to the solid state. An oscillating electric field of a light

wave induces oscillating dipole moments in the solid. The oscillating dipole

moments emit light again, with an intensity proportional to the fourth power

of the oscillation frequency. The interaction of the light with the solid is

given by19:
->

H. ,. = - | E a E (1.5)
int

- > •

where E is the applied electrical field and a is the polarizability tensor of

the solid. A useful approximation for the description of the solid hydrogens

is the independent polarizability approximation6

10



a* = I a (i) (1.6)

where a(i) is the polarizability tensor of molecule i. One may assume that the

electrical field is uniform over the sample, because the wavelength of the

light (500 nm) is much larger than the intermolecular distances (0.4 nm). The

interaction (1.5) can cause transitions between different states of the solid.

The transition rate can be obtained using Fermi's "Golden Rule":

2TT - | . I • |2

H f

where |i> and |f> are the initial and final states of the total system of

solid and photon field, p. is the probability of occupation of the initial

state, (i). and w are initial and final photon frequencies and E. and Ef are

initial and final energies of the solid. The sum runs over all final states.

To evaluate (1.7) the initial and final states are written as a product of the

states of the photon field and the states of the solid. If we confine this

treatment further to rotational transitions in which J is a good quantum number

we can obtain an expression for the scattering efficiency per unit frequency

per unit solid angle per unit length of sample for transitions between the

different rotational states J and J'. It is useful to write the expression

for the high temperature rotationally disordered solid. In the case of the low

pressure solid the result is identical to that of a liquid or gas if we ignore

line broadening:

2+(l/3)/6~ t 1 Ï 2 _ to.o)-3

dw'df id l 20 *• 4 Ï Ï E O

5 J *

-B J ( J + l ) / k T r E E ,
_» w T . , W , . T « — + «o, - - ± - - M I ( 1 . 8 )

allowed J

where a. "O^ is the anisotrppy of a, p is the number density of the sample,

E = B J (J + 1) and
J

S = ( J * 2 ) ( J + 1 ) for J . = J + 2
J 2J + 3

g J ( J- 1 ) for j i » j _ 2 ; S = 0 else. (1.9)
J 2J - 1 J

11



For mixed ortho - para crystals for T>5 K this expression can be used to

determine the ortho - para concentration: the ratio between the integrated

intensity of the J=0->-2 and J= 1 •* 3 lines directly yields the concentration

since all unknown constants and alignment effects cancel. This will be

discussed further in section 2.2.. For high purity J=0 crystals care must be

taken as selection rules depending on crystal orientation and light

polarization become important.

Other transitions that can be studied by means of Raman scattering are

the E„ optical phonon in the hep phase2"'21 , the libron modes in the Pa3

structure8 and vibrational transitions22. In the case of Raman active lattice

modes, the mode frequency is essentially determined at k = 0, due to the

conservation of momentum in the scattering process. This requires the change

of momentum of the lattice excitation to be equal to that of the photon. The

photon momentum is in the order of 10~3 times the k - vector of a lattice wave

at the Brillouin zone, and thus Raman scattering (de)excites excitations with

wavevector k - 0.

Whether a lattice mode is Raman active depends upon the symmetry of the

lattice. Group theoretical considerations facilitate the determination of the

Raman activity of a transition. The Raman scattering process has a very low

efficiency. The ratio between scattered Raman power and incident exciting

power for solid hydrogen is of order 10~7 (ref. 20). Using modern laser

techniques this does not present a serious problem for detection.

12
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

2.1 Introduction

The objective of this research was to study the properties of hydrogens

at low temperatures and high pressures. The low temperatures are generated in

a 4He - cryostat, the high pressures are generated by a diamond anvil cell

(DAC). We designed a DAC with a pressure range up to 600 kbar that could be

operated in a ^He cryostat with optical windows to enable Raman scattering

experiments. We chose for a horizontal light-path in the cell to allow for

easy operation on an optical table. Together with the requirement that the

pressure of the cell could be varied from outside the cryostat this determined

the geometry of cell and cryostat. The heart of the cryostat is a tube of

which the temperature can be controlled. The DAC can easily be inserted in the

tube to minimize mounting procedures.

2.2 Preparation of para-hydrogen and ortho-deuterium samples;

determination of ortho-para concentration

Two species of the homonuclear molecules H~ and D_ exist i.e. odd - J and

even - J (see section 1.1). As obtained commercially in high pressure cylinders

these gases have their room-temperature equilibrium concentrations (H2:75%

odd - J and D_: 33% odd - J ) . Since we were interested in the properties of the

pure even - J species a purification process was needed.

This purification process was carried out by means of catalytic

conversion. A separate glass dewar liquid helium cryostat was used. The

hydrogen or deuterium to be purified was condensed in the liquid state in a

glass tube containing Nickel-Silica (APACHI-I). This catalyst causes rapid

conversion to the equilibrium concentration at the temperature of the liquid
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(at 20.4 K 99.95% p-H2 or 97.7% o-D 2). By warming up to just above the boiling

point the gases can be recovered with almost these concentrations. To prevent

conversion back to room temperature equilibrium samples are stored in clean

glass bulbs at pressures below 1 bar. Typical production is 4 litres N.T.P.

The ortho - para ratio (or ortho - para concentration) was determined by

means of Raman scattering for all samples used in this work. A small sample

can be taken from the storage bulb and concentration can be determined at room

temperature, or alternatively the concentration of the sample in the diamond

anvil cell can be determined in situ. For the determination of the concentration

the ratio between the integrated intensities I of the J = 0 -* 2 and J = 1-> 3

rotational transitions is measured. From eq. (1.8) we find

,3"6+2 C0 4
e" B J ( J + l ) / k T

even

'l->3
b_ -2B/kT

(2.1)

(2J+1) e "
B J ( J + I ) / k T

odd

Where I_ is the integrated intensity of the J = 0 + 2 transition and I is the

integrated intensity of the J= 1+3 transition, C„ is the even - J concentration

and C = 1 - C is the odd - J concentration, B is the rotational constant. From

(2.1) we find

"0+2

1 1 -C
0

, 7 -lOB/kT 11 -28B/kT
1 + •=• e + — e

5 e "
6 B / k T

9 e
"20B/kT

(2.2)

This can be written as

0 (2.3)

"1 1 - C
0

or solving for C_,

V1! (2.4)

The coefficient 6 has been calculated for excitation by the 514.5 nm Ar ion

laser line and is given in table 2.1.
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T

(K)

300

293

250

200

150

100

80

60

40

20

10

0

Hydrogen

e

1.02024

1.03353

1.13242

1.29411

1.50319

1.68286

1.71670

1.72847

1.73002

1.73004

1.73004

1.73004

Deuterium

a

0.75428

0.75947

0.79885

0.87051

1.00139

1.27019

1.43269

1.59371

1.68497

1.69804

1.69806

1.69807

Table 2.1 Coefficient 6 (for

the determination of ortho-

para concentration from the

rotational Raman spectrum)

for various temperatures.

Valid for excitation by

514.5 nm light.

2.3 Low temperature generation: ''He cryostat

An insert type cryostat was built to allow easy removal of the high

pressure cell from the cryostat (necessary every time a new sample is loaded,

see section 2.4). This cryostat is provided with an optical tail which

contains 2 sets of windows at 180 to make light scattering experiments

possible and to facilitate visual observation of the sample. A schematic

drawing of the cryostat is shown in figure 2.1. The central tube T (inner

diameter 80 mm) accepts the diamond - cell insert assembly (section 2.4.2).

This tube T is part of the liquid helium tank and can therefore be effectively

cooled. For temperatures from 1.2-4.2 K this tube is filled with liquid

helium which is then pumped on in parallel with the helium tank. In the

temperature range 2.17-4.2 K only a relative unstable mode of operation was

possible, due to the presence of bubbling liquid helium in the light path. For

temperatures from 4.2- 10 K this tube contains in the order of .2 bar He

exchange gas. For temperatures from 10-300 K this tube is evacuated (at

highest temperatures ^ 10~8 bar) to allow for heating of the DAC while

minimizing heating the helium bath. This is practicable up to 90 K. Above 90 K

the helium tank is filled with liquid nitrogen. At 4.2 K and without laser
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Fig. 2.1 Schematic drawing of the cryostat.
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irradiation the 6 litres of helium will typically last for 20 h; the 5 litres

of nitrogen last 25 h.

2.4 High pressure generation: Diamond Anvil Cell

2.4.1 Diamond Anvil Cell proper

Historv

The first diamond anvil cell was conceived at the National Bureau of

Standards in Washington D.C., U.S.A. by Charles Weir et al.1 in 1959. It

contained 2 single cryst' gem quality diamonds in a configuration similar to

Bridgman's opposed anvil design. Force was applied by a spring loaded leverarm.

Pressure was calculated from force per unit area which turned out to be an

unreliable technique. In 1972, also at NBS, a convenient way to measure the

pressure in situ by the observation of the ruby R-doublet fluorescence was

developed2>^. This method will be discussed in section 2.8. This capability

made the diamond anvil cell into a very powerful apparatus because it now

became possible to generate in a controlled and measurable way pressures of

several hundred kilobar. Many experimental groups adopted this technique and

various DAC - designs originated (improved NBS1*; Basset5; Holzapfel6;

Mao and Bell7 etc.).

Our Diamond_Anvil_Cell

For this study a DAC was needed that would operate at liquid helium

temperatures in a cryostat. This prompted for a design that would minimize

thermal deformation and differential contraction of the components. Therefore

all parts were made of the same block of thermally hardened beryllium- copper.

Only the direct support of the diamonds is made of tungsten carbide, the

compressive strength of beryllium-copper being not high enough for this

purpose.

A schematic drawing of the squeezer construction is shown in figure 2.2.

One diamond is mounted on table 1 (figure 2.2a) that allows for positioning

the diamonds exactly opposite each other. This table is mounted on part 2 that

screws into the main block to allow for easy access to the diamonds. The other

diamond is mounted on a half sphere 3 that can be turned in block 4 to align
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Lever Arm

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.2 Design of our diamond anvil cell. A erosseotion of the heart of

the apparatus is given in fig. a, whereas the general outline is given in

fig. b. The numbers are explained in the text.
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the high pressure diamond faces parallel to each other. By means of block 5

the assembly 3, A, 5 can be pulled to the right thus pushing the diamonds

against each other and creating pressure in the sample (see hereafter).

Block 5 is pulled by plate 6 (figure 2.2b), which in its turn is pulled by the

lever arm turning around the pivot. The lever arm is pushed outwards by the

wedge which is driven down by the screw.

Straingauges (BLH Electronics FSM-25-35 S6) were attached to the lever

arms and calibrated against the force on the diamonds. These were used to

gas

indium
tungsten
carbide

Fig. 2.3 Sample loading procedure. A preindented gasket G is placed between

the diamonds D. The diamonds are sealed in the cylinders C} which are sealed

against each other by the indium ring R. Thus a vacuum tight deformable

chamber H is created. This can be filled with sample gas through the capillary.
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monitor proper working of the cell and to prevent tresspassing the design-

limit of 16000 N force on the diamonds. On the main block of the cell a

platinum resistance thermometer (Minco Products Inc. Model S1059) and a

germanium resistance thermometer (Scientific Instruments Inc. Model N2) were

mounted. This enabled accurate temperature measurement in the temperature range

of 3-300 K. Below 3 K the measurement of the vapour pressure of ^He was

considered more reliable. Also on the main block a heater was mounted. This

made it possible to operate the system at any desired temperature between

1.2 K and 300 K. The temperature was controlled and measured by a Thor

temperature controller model 3010 II.

The DAC fits in a 76 mm diameter cylinder and has a horizontal light path.

The pressure can be changed by a rod running along the axis of symmetry of the

cylinder. Therefore it is ideally suited for use in a cryostat. For use with

NTP gases a special provision was needed to load these samples. See figure 2.3.

The diamonds D are each mounted with indium in a small cylinder C. Between

these cylinders a thick deformable indium ring R is placed thus creating a

small chamber H. This chamber can be filled with liquified gas (section 2.5)

through the capillary. As soon as the liquid is in the cell it is cooled down

to solidify the sample in this chamber. Then the diamonds are pushed against

each other and the sample will be sealed in the cylindrical chamber of the

gasket as shown in figure 2.4. Now it can be compressed further by deforming

the gasket. In the gasket chamber a small piece of ruby (0<20 um) is

contained which is used for pressure determination (section 2.8). For loading

the cell with ^He it is immersed in about 1 litre of ^He without ring R and

then the diamonds are pushed together while in this bath.

2.4.2 Diamond Anvil Cell - insert assembly

To allow easy removal of the DAC from the cryostat the top vacuum flange

of the central tube T of the cryostat along with electrical and mechanical

connections to the DAC and the DAC itself are kept together as one unit in

normal usage. This unit is described in this section. See figure 2.1.

Pressure in the DAC is generated by turning tube R. (which couples with the

screw of the DAC) while tube R2 prevents the DAC from turning as a whole.

Electrical and gas connections to the DAC run to the top flange of tube T.

This tube is separated in three compartments C., C„, C with exchange gas

temperatures of 300 K, 77 K and 4 K respectively. The separations between
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Diamond

Ruby

Fig. 2.4

Sample configuration onoe

loaded.

these compartments are formed by copper shields S which are in good thermal

contact with the copper thermal pinning rings P. and P- on the outside of

tube T. To prevent thermal shortcircuit between the compartments 1 cm thick

disks of styrofoam are placed on top of the copper shields. Clearance of these

assemblies from tube T is large enough to be able to pump ^He in this tube

down to 1.2 K.

2.5 Typical run cycle

To give an impression of the experimental procedures a typical run cycle

will be described chronologically.

1. Diamonds are cleaned and positioned opposite each other and parallel.

2. A piece of suitable gasket material is placed between the diamonds and

generally compressed to the pressure to be obtained in the run.
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3. The preindented gasket is removed from the DAC and a cylindrical hole of

^100 ym 0 is made by spark erosion in the centre of the compression zone.

4. The diamonds are cleaned again.

5. The gasket is replaced in the original position and glued down.

6. Some ruby particles <20 pm are placed in the hole of the gasket.

7. An indium ring R of figure 2.3 is put in position and is slightly |

compressed by moving the diamonds closer together.

8. The DAC insert assembly is placed in the cryostat and is cooled down to

4.2 K.

9. The sample is loaded as described in section 2.4.1.

10. The optics are aligned and spectroscopie measurements can be performed.

2.6 Diamonds and gaskets

2.6.1 Diamonds28

We are using our DAC for Raman scattering experiments at high pressure.

For this purpose, ideally the diamonds must not only serve as pressure

containing anvils, but also as high quality widows which transmit the Raman

scattered light without adding light originating in the diamonds (parasitic

light). Parasitic light has two sources:

1. intrinsic scattering consisting mainly of 1-phonon and 2-phonon

scattering of the diamond lattice and unshifted Rayleigh scattering, and

2. narrow and broad band impurity fluorescence, impurity Raman scattering

and impurity Rayleigh scattering.

Only contributions 2. should be strongly (diamond) sample dependent. In

selecting DAC diamonds one desires a good window, as defined, a mechanically

strong diamond, and - if possible - a low price.

The main classification of diamonds for our uses are type I and type II,

which are both subdivided into a and b types. Type la contains nitrogen in

pairs or larger aggregates (platelets) and Ib as single substitutional

impurities; type Ila is in principle pure and type lib is semiconducting due I

to boron impurities. Type II are rarer in natural occurrence and as a result

are more expensive than type I. Suppliers sort these out by means of UV

excited fluorescence and IR absorption spectra^.

We have made a room temperature study of 26 type I and 4 type Ila

diamonds generously lent to us and preselected by D. Drukker & Zn. N.V.of
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Fig. 2.5 Typical Raman plus fluorescence spectra (schematically). A is the

phonont B is the 5370 A* fluorescence peak and C is the exciting 5145 %.

laserline.

Amsterdam. We had no information concerning the subclassification of the

type I diamonds, although type Ib is quite rare. The diamonds were provided

with 2 parallel polished faces, typically 1 x3 mm.

Spectra were measured in a 0 - 2000 cm"1 Stokes frequency shift region

using a backscattering arrangement with the 5145 8 line of an Ar+ laser for

excitation. Spectral resolution was typically 1 cm"1. Our main results are

summarized in figure 2.5. All diamonds had an intrinsic 1-phonon line

(feature A). (We do not show the 2-phonon spectra). Most type I diamonds had

a low, broad background as in figure 2.5a but generally a fluorescence line

B as in figure 2.5b was observed. (Some suggestions of the origin of this

line are reported in ref. 9 .) A few type I diamonds had a large increasing

background for decreasing frequency shift (figure 2.5c); two Ila diamonds and

a single type I had spectra represented by figure 2.5d. Spectra measured

elsewhere10»11»12 also fit into one of these four groups.

We define a quality factor Q(Av) which is the ratio of signal at the

intrinsic 1-phonon peak at Av llonon=
 1332 cm"1 to that at Av. The range of

results is given in table 2.2. Our results are qualitatively consistent with
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type

Figure 2.5a

Figure 2.5b

Figure 2.5c

Figure 2.5d

njmbei of

diamonds

12

9

5

4

Q-1 (1200)

(x]0~3)

1- 30

4- 55

500-1200

15- 50

Q"1 (800)

(xlO~3)

-

7- 70

-

-

Q"1 (250)

(xlO-3)

4- 20

4- 40

800-2000

60- 150

Table 2.2 Reciprocal quality factors for the four types of diamond

defined by figure 2.5.

C
O

O

CD

Q.

I

M—

O

type la

2000 1000
Avlcrrr1]

type Ha

)V J

1 1

— '

1 1 1

0 2000 1000
AV [crrr1]

0

Fig. 2.6 The effect of 1.50 MeV electron irradiation on the spectral

response. Both diamonds were irradiated with 0.31 x lO1^ e/cm1.
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4880 A

Fig. 2. 7 The speatval response of a single diamond with two different

exoiting laser lines. p = phonon3 e=exaiting line, a = parasitio laserline,

5 = 5145 8 and 4 = 4880 8.

others in the literature10'11'12.

Some of our diamonds had been carefully preselected for high purity and

low dislocation concentration. All of these, type I and type H a , proved to

be excellent windows, with the highest quality factors found in our study.

From these diamonds one type la and one type Ila, both of good quality, were

irradiated with electrons of 1.50 MeV, both at a dosage of 0.31 x 1019 e/cm2.

This resulted in a dramatic change in the spectral response of the diamonds as

shown in figure 2.6 with a resulting large degradation in the quality factor.

Also the color changed from transparent to a light blue. This change in the

spectral response shown in figure 2.6 is entirely due to radiation damage. In

figure 2.7 we demonstrate that the source of the parasitic light is principally

fluorescence. The phenomenon is fixed to the absolute wavelength and not to

the wavelength shift (which is characteristic of Raman scattering). Also we do

not see the quasi-symmetrical Stokes-Antistokes spectra of Raman scattering.

No correlation was found between our quality factor and Burgemeister's IR-based

classification (ref. 8, table IV). Therefore it seems that IR absorption is

not useful as a (pre)selection technique for Raman scattering windows. Possibly

a traditional classification by color is useful as a method of preselection.
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We conclude that type I diamonds can be as good for our test region as type

Ila diamonds, that preselection by color may be useful, but that selection by

the method described above is essential for Raman scattering windows.

Apart from the spectroscopie selection the diamonds were checked with a

polariscope set-up for strain patterns which can be very strong. Some strained

diamonds change the direction of polarization of light independent of frequency

(black and white patterns), in others this change is frequency dependent

(color patterns). We found no obvious relation between this property and the

spectroscopie behaviour.

All diamonds finally selected were type I light yellow diamonds. Selected

diamonds were cut according to the models schematically indicated in figure 2.8;

for lower pressure measurements model 1 was used, highest pressures were

achieved with model 2 diamonds. While carrying out the research described in

this thesis 7 diamonds broke for various reasons.

0.3 mm

7 I

40%

20%

10%

40%

20%

10%

- 100 % •
3.25mm

model 1

-100% -
3.25 mm

model 2

Fig. 2.8 Two diamond outs used in this work. Model 1 was used for low

pressure measurements, model 2 for high pressure measurements.

2.6.2 Gaskets

The sample is contained by the diamonds and by a metal ring called a

gasket. Extensive experimenting was needed to find proper materials and

geometries for this gasket. For our diamonds hole sizes of 100 pm diameter

proved successful. The correct thickness of the gasket was produced by
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1000

Fig. 2.9 Relation between preindention force and preindention pressure for

some gasket materials used. Valid only for diamonds of model 2.

pre-pressing a 200 jam thick disk of gasket material between the diamonds at a

pressure equal to the maximum pressure to be reached with the gasket. The

100 ym diameter hole was put in after this by means of spark erosion. Gasket

materials used were Maraging steel, Vibrac V30, stainless steel SS301 and

steel T301. In separate experiments at room temperature the relation between

force on the diamonds and pressure in the middle of a disk of gasket material

was determined. Initial thickness was always 200 pm. Figure 2.9 shows the

relation between force and pressure for preindention with diamonds of model 2.

2.7 Raman scattering geometry

For the Raman scattering experiments a back scattering geometry was used.

Monochromatic light was generated by a Spectra Physics 165 Argon Ion Laser which

was generally operated at the green 514.53 nm line. The optical set-up is given

in figure 2.10. The laser beam is focussed by lens L onto the sample. The

scattered light and ruby fluorescence is collected by the same lens L , passes

mostly along the small mirror M. and is focussed by lens L~ onto a spectrometer
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entrance slit. The light is detected by a photomultiplier tube. The non-

scattered laser light comes through the sample and cryostat and thus does not

contribute to background light levels. The spectrometer is a Spex 1401 double

monochromator with a Czerny Turner mount and a maximum resolving power of

0.3 cm"1. The RCA 31034 photomultiplier tube is operated at -30°C and has a

typical darkcount of 15 Hz. The PMT signal is connected to a SSR model 1105

photon counting system via a preamplifier - discriminator. The output is

recorded on a dual strip chart recorder.

spectrometer

cryostat

Fig. 2.10 The optical system used for the Raman scattering experiments. The

laser beam is reflected by mirrors Mo and Mn and focussed by lens L7 onto the

sample. The backscattered light is collimated by lens L-, passes mostly along

mirror Mn and is focussed onto the spectrometer entrance slit by lens L„.

2.8 Pressure determination

The small sample area and the large unknown area of support of the

plastically deformed gasket make force per unit area estimates of the pressure

highly unreliable. An in situ measurement of the pressure is essential. This

was made possible by the development in 1972 at the National Bureau of

Standards (U.S.A.) of the R-doublet ruby fluorescence as a pressure sensitive

gauge2. Small chips of ruby containing 0.05% Cr by weight were used. The
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ruby fluorescence was excited by a super high pressure mercury arc lamp. In

this first experiment the frequency shift of the ruby lines, due to pressure

was calibrated against known phase transitions in liquids up to 22 kbar and

this shift was found to be linear. Later*^, I1* the ruby chips were compressed

in the more or less hydrostatic 4 : 1 methanol : ethanol (by volume) mixture

together with a NaCl crystal. The shift of the ruby lines was now calibrated

against the lattice parameter of NaCl. From the Decker equation of state15 the

pressure was calculated. Again it was found that the ruby lines shift linear

with pressure, now up to 291 kbar. In 1977 a low temperature calibration was

done by Noack and Holzapfel15 up to 12 kbar. Below 40 K the intensity of the

R„ line is so low that it is no longer useful as a pressure probe: there only

the R. line was studied. It was found that the zero pressure frequency of the

ruby lines is strongly dependent upon temperature and also dependent upon the

Cr concentration in the ruby. The slope however was found to be independent

of temperature and Cr concentration (for all the calibrations the error is

estimated to be 3%). In 1978 Mao et al.17'18 found a systematic deviation

from linear behaviour above 200 kbar when calibrating against the equations of

state of Cu, Mo, Ag and Pd. These equations of state were obtained in shock

wave experiments by other authors. These authors state a random error of 6%

and a maximum systematic error of 3% in their calibration. Mao et al. propose

the following relation between pressure and ruby fluorescence shift:

3.808 Mbar *
X + AX
o

- 1 (2.5)

where X is the zero pressure wavelength and AX is the pressure induced shift.

Noack et al.16

(kbar)

0.00

10.00

100.0

200

300

500

1000

Mao et al.18

(kbar)

0.00

10.01

101.5

206

315

542

1178

Table 2.3 Corresponding pressures

for ruby shift calibration by

Noack et al.l& and Mao et al.is.
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(cm"

-0

-0.

-0.

-0.

-0.

-0.

Rl
"1/kbar)

.77(3)

75

757(4)

757(4)

73(2)

76(2)

*

Notes: A

C

Ar

R2
(cnTl/kbar)

-0.84(3)

-0.75

-0.757(4)

-0.757(4)

-0.73(2)

-0.76(2)

*

notes

C

C

A

A

C

C

A

authors specify

authors specify

fluorescence

HeCd fluorescence

Hg

*

fluorescence

was

was

was

Hg

Hg

Ar

HeCd

max
(kbar)

22

190

12

900

temp.

(K)

293

293

297

166.8

300,77,4.2

293

%Cr 3 +

0.05

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

.5,.05

shift in A/kbar or nm/kbar

shift in cm"

excited by 1

[/kbar

:he 514.5 nm i

excited by a He-Cd laser

excited by high pressure

\r laser

mercury

year

1972

1973

1975

1975

1976

1977

1978 17

line

lamp

instead of linear behaviour they found the relation (2.5)

ref

2

19

13

14

20

16

,18

Table 2.4 Determination of the pressure dependence of the R- doublet

fluorescence of ruby by various authors. Columns ƒ?• give the linear pressure
Is

coefficient of fluorescence line R..

In table 2.3 a few corresponding pressures are given as an indication of the

deviation from linearity. Table 2.4 summarizes the main results of various

papers on the calibration of this pressure measurement technique. For easy

comparison all results are given in cm"1/kbar units, however when extrapolating

to higher pressures it is essential to express the measured shift in A

wherever the authors do so (indicated by "A" in the table) otherwise an error

of 7% will result at 1 Mbar.

For the present experiment it was necessary to know the temperature

dependence of the ruby line in the temperature range accessed. This temperature

dependence has been measured by various authors and is given in figure 2.11.
3+

The discrepancy may be due to different Cr concentration in the rubies of

various authors or may be due to heating of the ruby by the exciting source.
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In this work pressure was determined in the following way. At the start

of each experiment the zero pressure frequency of the R line was determined

at 5 K. For measurements at 5 K pressure was calculated from the pressure

induced shift in this line using the 5th power law of Mao et al.18. For other

temperatures the pressure was corrected using a smooth curve passing through

a plot of our own measurements (which nearly coincides with the McCumber and

Sturge21 determination). It is thus assumed that the shift induced at a given

temperature due to that temperature, is independent of pressure. Our 0.5% Cr

ruby was normally excited by the 514.5 nm Ar ion laser line, but above

350 kbar (at low temperature) this excitation was no longer efficient and the

488.0 nm Ar ion laser line had to be used.

2.9 Determination of sample density

In this work elementary excitations were measured as a function of

pressure. The relevant physical parameter however is the lattice constant or

in other words the density. Since knowledge of the relation between pressure

and density is thus crucial for comparison of theoretical results and

experiment we will briefly discuss this relation. Since direct measurement of

volume per molecule is not possible we must have recourse to more indirect

methods. X-ray scattering from these small samples is very difficult due to

the low intensity of the scattered radiation: no positive results have yet

been reported. It can be expected that absorption spectroscopy with polychromie

synchroton radiation will provide information on the lattice parameters in the

near future. The most recent results with more conventional techniques will be

discussed below.

The relation between p-V-T, or equation of state (EOS) can be compiled

from a series of measurements up to 25 kbar. Apart from contributing

themselves to these data, Driessn et al.23 did this compilation and fitted the

existing data to the Birch relation

2 V , ,,
p ( V ) = Y5 f B (Y 2-l) n with Y = ( ^ ) ' / J (2.6)

n=l

they found the following values

species B.(kbar) B„(kbar) V (cc/mole)

p-H 2 2.7868 6.3344 23.14

o-D„ 4.7665 10.101 19.95
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For references to other measurements on the EOS the reader is referred to that

publication. On the other hand Silvera and Goldman determined a semiempirical

isotropic intermolecular pair potential24 that may be considered more useful

if one wants to extrapolate the current measurements because this potential is

more physical and should lead to a better extrapolation of the EOS than the

Birch relation.

In 1981 two independent measurements on the EOS were made. Firstly

Shimizu et al.25 determined the p-V relation at room temperature from the

observation of the longitudinal and transverse acoustic velocities and

refractive index by means of Brillouin scattering up to 200 kbar. They obtained

the following p-V relation for the 300 K isotherm

p ( p ) = 0.0734 p°-33lt-0.0214 (g/cc) for H2 (2.7)

p ( p ) =0.148 p°-334_ 0.0627 (g/cc) for D2 (2.8)

We deduced a 0 K isotherm from these data by means of a procedure analogous

to the one described by Driessen et al.23. To calculate the thermal pressures,

the phonon data described in this work (section 4.4) were used. Details of

this calculation are given by Driessen et al.26.

Secondly van Straaten et al.27 determined the p-V relation at 5 K and

up to 300 kbar for p - H. and o-D . They used the same DAC and cryostat as

was used for the work described in this thesis. In this technique the sample

volume is measured directly by means of optical techniques. The analytical

form for the potential used is similar to the Silvera Goldman potential24 and

is not reproduced here due to its complex nature. This experimental EOS is

not significantly different from the Silvera Goldman semiempirical EOS,

certainly not when systematic deviations are corrected for. Table 2.5 compares

the different equations of state. Because the EOS of van Straaten et al. is

presented by these authors as a provisional one, and the EOS of Shimizu et al.

may not be correct due to various assumptions that are made in the data

reduction procedure, we have used the Silvera Goldman21* EOS throughout this

thesis.
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9
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3
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5

2

3

6

8
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2

9

3

5

8

2

6
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5.

13.

32.
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2

9

4

6

2

4

2
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0.

3.

7.

15.
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70.
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7

9

3

7

7

9

8

VanS27
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0.

2.

5.

13.

31.

82.
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1217

16344

1

8

3

6

0

2

2

Table 2.5 Comparison between the equations of state at 0 K of Driessen

et al.233 Silvera and Goldman2**3 Shimizu et al.
25 and Van Straaten et at.27.

The 300 K data of Shimizu et al. were reduced to 0 K according to the

procedure described in the text.
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CHAPTER 3

VIBRONS

Excitations of the hydrogen molecule exist where the two atoms oscillate

with respect to one another in modes that have inversion symmetry. These are

called internal vibrational modes. They are Raman active in the gas, liquid

and solid phases. From a quantummechanical viewpoint these excitations are not

localized in the solid phases and are exciton-like collective motions; they

are called "vibrons". In the low temperature solid all molecules are in the

ground vibrational state. Therefore, at low temperature only excitations from

the ground vibrational state are observable; simultaneously the rotational

state may or may not change. We have studied the lowest vibrational transition

where the rotational quantumnumber does not change and stays zero, i.e. the

Q (0) transition or the v,J=0,0->-l,0 transition; the + refers to even

symmetry of the lattice mode. This particular vibronic transition will be

referred to in this chapter as "the" vibron.

3.1 Introduction

The first observation of the vibrational transitions by means of Raman

scattering in the gas was made in 1929 by Rasetti1. The accuracy was

considerably improved in the experiment by Stoicheff2 in 1957. In the solid

state the Q (0) vibron was first measured in hydrogen by Allin, Feldman and

Welsh^ in 1956, a measurement that was repeated with higher accuracy and also

extended to include deuterium by Bhatnagar, Allin and Welsh4 in 1962. In this

experiment measurements on 99.8% para - H_ and 80% ortho - D„ were included. In

1979 Sharma et al. measured the pressure dependence of the Q. (1) transition

in solid normal hydrogen5»6 and the Q. (2) transition in solid normal

deuterium7 at room temperature. Their pressure range was 0-650 kbar. The

results of this study are reproduced in figure 3.1.
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Fig 3.1 Pressure dependence of the QA1) vibrational transition in

n-hydrogen^'*' and the Q1(2) vibrational transition in n-deuteriwrrp as

measured by Sharma et at. at ZOO K.
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Fig. 3.2 Frequency of the Q1(0) transition as a function of pressure. Low

pressure points by Bhatnagar et at.8 and Lassche et al.^ are also included.
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3.2 Experimental observation

We have studied the QT (0) vibron in 98.5% p-H and 98.5% o-D at 5 K.

The pressure dependence of the frequency is plotted in figure 3.2, which

includes low pressure points by Bhatnagar et al.8 and Lassche et al9. We note

that the Bhatnagar et al. data on deuterium refer to a purity of 80% o - D„

only. From these measurements it is clear that a behaviour similar to that

observed by Sharma et al.5»6»7 is found. These results however should not be

compared too lightly since the experiments were done on quite a different

sample (normal versus pure J=0) and since different transitions were studied:

Q. (1) and Q. (2) versus Q. (0). Also the temperature of the simple was

different (300 K versus 5 K). We want to emphasize that the transition

observed by Sharma et al. in H„ is identified by them as a transition of the

J= 1 molecule, that is present in our samples as a contamination only.

3.3 Interpretation

In this section we develop a model to describe the behaviour under

pressure of the Q. (0) vibron. We first consider the problem of finding the

vibrational energy levels of an atom once the potential is known.

We consider the hydrogen molecule as a rotating vibrator. The proper

Hamiltonian is:

+;r) +v(r) (3-
where m= l*2m is the reduced mass, m is the mass of the atom, p is the

a _» a r

momentum operator and J is the angular momentum operator. By using

V(r,6,<()) = xT(r)Y (6,<|>) as wavefunction we obtain the following Schrödinger

equation

- — — yT(r) + R
2J(J+') (r) +{ V(r)-E}y T(r) = 0 (3.2)

2m dr2 J 2mr2 J J

with y (r)=rxT(r). This is equivalent to

2mr 2 t H2J(J+1) 1

g E - V(g) - . R J U }) UT(C) = 0 (3.3)d?2 E2 I- 2mre
2(1+C2)
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Here £= (r-r )/r , r is the equilibrium nuclear separation. For the special

case where V(£) can be written as a polynomial

(3.4)

Dunham10 has solved eq. (3.3) analytically. The eigenvalues he finds are given

by:

= I y , (v+i) J <J+') • (3.4A)
he 1,3

where v and J are the vibrational and rotational quantum numbers respectively.

The coefficients 2/j, • (not spherical harmonics!) have been calculated by Dunham

and are expressed in terms of B , u and a. where u is the classical
e e l e

frequency of small oscillations, B is the classical rotational constant
h2/(8ir2mr 2c) and a - w /4B .e o e e

We will use the following scheme to calculate the vibrational frequencies

in the solid:

1. Write the atom-atom potential in the gas in the form of eq.(3.4).

2. Modify this potential to incorporate the effect of the surrounding

lattice.

3. Calculate the vibrational frequencies from this modified potential. (At

the same time the mean frequencies for the rotational transitions of

chapter 4 can be found).

We will now discuss these steps more extensively.

Stej}_J_

The problem of writing the potential in the polynomial form of eq.(3.4)

has been solved by Van Kranendonk and Karl11. Their coefficients are calculated

precisely for the purpose of fitting spectroscopie data. Their coefficients are

given in table 3.1.

Stej>_2

To calculate the atom-atom potential in the solid, V , we assume this to
s

be the sum of the gas-phase atom-atom potential, V , and a lattice

contribution potential, V.:
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a =
0

a l =

a2 =

a3 =

a 4 =

a 5 =

79566 cm"1

-1

1

-2

1

0

.607

.898

.060

.965

.11

Table 3.1 Coefficients for eq.(3.4) for the free

hydrogen atom according to Van Kranendonk and

j the value for a is by Stoicheff et al.2

V + V,
g 1

(3.5)

The lattice contribution potential is calculated by considering one molecule

j and summing an atom - molecule potential V over the whole lattice:
cUTt

V,(C) = I V (R. -r.,£) (3.6)

where R. is the position vector of molecule i and r. is the position vector of

atom j. The index j has been omitted on the left hand side because we are

going to calculate the vibrational frequencies in hep - solid hydrogen, and

there potential (3.6) is the same for all atoms. To perform the actual

calculation we used the atom-molecule potential of Gengenbach et al.12. This

was summed over 15 subshells (maximum radius of the sphere was thus 3R) and

averaged over the orientation of molecule j. This orientational average was

obtained directly by using Gengenbach et al.'s potential. This potential

already contains the average over all orientations of the molecule.

Correlations between the rotations of the molecules were taken to be zero.

After substituting Gengenbach et al.'s potential in eq.(3.6) we expanded this

equation into a polynomial. The constant term of this polynomial can be

neglected as it does not influence the results of the present calculation. The

total solid state potential is calculated using eq.(3.5). Because V was

already given in polynomial form (see step 1) the total solid state potential

is now expressed in polynomial form. The presence of a linear term in the

potential indicates that the equilibrium distance is different from r . By

choosing a new r ' also the linear term can be eliminated and V can be

written as eq.(3.4) but with different coefficients a.'. We must stress here

that the use of an average atom-molecule potential for the interactions
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between a molecule and an atom that is part of a covalent molecule is a gross

simplification. This procedure is justified by the fact that no other simple

approach is yet available and by the reasonable agreement with experimental

data that is obtained.

Since all preparations have been made we can now find directly the

frequencies of the vibrational and rotational transitions by substituting the

new coefficients a. in Dunhams formulae. For instance
1

» W3.0+

These frequencies were calculated for various values of the lattice parameter.

Table 3.2 shows the results for Q (0). The pressure scale in this table is

based on the'EOS of Silvera and Goldman13 and should be modified as our

knowledge of the EOS improves (see the discussion in section 2.9). Figure 3.3

summarizes the calculational results.

Discussion

The calculations predict incorrectly that the gas to solid phase

frequency shift is a small blue shift, whereas in reality it is a 10 cm"1 red

shift. The same kind of problem was encountered by Helmy and Etters14 in a

similar calculation on CO» and N„. However using a slightly different model

Bhatnagar et al.4* do correctly predict this shift with a Lennard Jones

potential. The same potential when put into our own model still correctly

predicts the gas - solid frequency shift but yields quite unrealistic

frequencies at higher pressures. We therefore conclude that the difficulties

in predicting the gas - solid shift are not inherent in the model but must be

attributed to the potential used. It may well be that the Lennard Jones

potential gives a better description of the zero pressure behaviour, whereas

Gengenbach et al.'s potential12 is better suited for the high pressure region.
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R

(X)
-
.789
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.499

.380

.200
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.376

288

180

038

P

(kbar)

gas

0

1

2

5
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500

1000

Hydrogen

QJ(0)calc
(cm"1)

4159.87

4162.65

4165.83

4167.49

4170.72

4174.66

4183.57

4204.32

4230.43

4270.22

4302.92

4354.93

4449.53

Q (0)meas

(cm"1)

4161

4149

4155

4180

4210

4238

4270

4279

4276

134t

81 U

1 *

P

(kbar)

gas

0

0.4

1.2

3.7

8.0

17

45

92

188

284

480

970

Deuterium

Q*(0)calc

(cm-1)

2991

2995

2995

2997

2999

3002

3008

3022

3040

3068.

3091.

3127.

3193.

.80

.15

.96

.11

.33

04

23

61

77

47

06

29

25

Q.(0)meas

(cm"1)

2993

2984

2987

3004

3024

3046

3070

3081

.548t

79 1ï

8 *

Table 3.2 Comparison between calculated and measured values for the Q1(0)

frequency. Calculation see text, measurement f is from Stoicheff et al.2,

IT is from Bhatnagar et al.h and * is from Lassche et al.3. The other

"measurement" data points were obtained by interpolation of the data obtained

in this work.

In this respect it seems appropriate to note that Gengenbach et al. claim an

accuracy in the well region of 30% whereas their accuracy increases up to 1%

in the repulsive core. In these calculations zero point motion was not taken

into account. The effect of ZPM would be a slight increase of the blue shift,

itself decreasing with increasing pressure.

It is illustrative to compare all existing measurements on hydrogen and

deuterium with respect to the bending over of the frequency at high pressure

(see figure 3.3). To make the comparison we must know the expressions for the
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vibron frequencies in the solid state. These frequencies are given1* by

subtracting 6e' from the frequencies given by eq.(3.7), where e' is an energy

contribution due to the coupling of the vibron with lattice vibrations

(phonons). The magnitude of e' can be obtained by comparing IR and Raman

measurements on hydrogen and one then obtains11 e' -0.5 cm"1. Alternatively

comparing the zero pressure Raman measurements8 on hydrogen and deuterium one

finds these data to be inconsistent with E' -0.5 cm"1 even if one does take

into account the difference in density. In fact a much better agreement is

found if e' =0 cm"1. It can be shown that e' scales with R12 where R is the

lattice parameter. At 50 kbar e' is thus 60 times smaller than at zero

pressure and in fact negligible even if e'(p=0) = 0.5 cm"1 is taken. For the

reasons just discussed we take e' =0 in the following analysis, which still is

slightly delicate due to the fact that we measured the Q (0) transition in

H2 and T>2 and Sharma et al.
5>6>7 measured the Q (0) in H„ and Q+ (2) in D„.

Especially because - as indicated by eq.(3.7) - these frequencies are composed

of different contributions and these contributions have different dependences

on the mass ratio m. For example

— and (3.8)
m

m/m

All frequencies were transformed to amass independent value by the following

procedure: First we note that the first three terms in the expressions for

Q (0), Q (1) and Q (2) are the same (eq.3.7); these expressions differ

however in the higher order contributions. The value of V. .. was calculated at

the appropriate pressure along the lines discussed previously in this section.

The term 2y is 5% of V _ and J/„ n itself was found to change only 7% over

the investigated pressure range. Higher order terms contributing to the

vibrational frequencies were taken to be pressure independent and equal to

their zero pressure values as given by Van Kranendonk and Karl11. For deuterium

these values were appropriately scaled with mass. From the experimental

frequencies all terms in eq.(3.7) except y. Q were subtracted according to

this calculation and the result was multiplied by /m thus yielding a mass-

independent "experimental" value for JïSy -. These values are plotted in
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Fig. 3.4 Scaled vibron frequencies as a function of pressure. Scaling is

done such that - apart from thermal effects - all curves should coincide.

Datapoints of Sharma et at. were taken from their plots in refs. S36,7.

figure 3.4. If our application of the Dunham theory remains valid all data

points should follow one curve. We note that in the experiments by Sharma et

al., at room temperature, a distribution of Q. (J) transitions may have been

measured due to the fact that not all molecules are in the rotational ground

state and that they use a normal ortho - para mixture. They observe broadening

of the vibrational lines5»6»7. The fact that the different curves diverge in

the region where the turning over starts and also the different points of

maximum frequency may provide insight in the mechanism of turning over, but

no explanation is offered here.

To come to a conclusion: the model used in this chapter to describe the

pressure dependence of the vibron frequencies is in reasonable agreement with

experimental data up to pressures of <\<200 kbar. The low pressure deviation may

point to an inaccuracy in Gengenbach et al.'s potential. The fact that above
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^300 kbar the vibron frequency starts to decrease with increasing pressure

cannot be incorporated in the present description. This and the fact that the

curves for the "experimental" values of /nu/. n no longer coincide in this

region point to new phenomena coining into play here. For instance charge

overlap effects which may be a precursor to the solid becoming metallic or

correlation effects. One might also speculate that the bending over is a

precursor of a soft vibron mode which would eventually lead to an atomic

instead of a molecular solid. However this requires a careful theoretical

investigation.
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CHAPTER 4

ROTONS AND PHONONS; HCP LOW-PRESSURE PHASE

4.1 Introduction

A free molecule in space can be considered as a free rotator. In solid

molecular hydrogen the anisotropic interactions are so weak that the molecules

are still in free rotor states, however these interactions give rise to a

coupling of the rotational motions between molecules. Quantummechanically

these rotations must be considered as exciton waves called "rotons". Of

course phonons also occur. An examination of the phonon and roton wavefunctions

shows that a particular Raman active optical phonon has the same symmetry as

one of the roton branches. Consequently these modes may couple or hybridize.

This will affect the frequencies of the modes particularly if they have about

the same energy, which does occur in the pressure region we investigated.

Because of this coupling it is impossible to discuss the roton and phonon

problems separately. Instead in this analysis we will first consider the

hybridization (section 4.2); once the strength of this is established we may

calculate the effect on the rotori and phonon. Correcting for this effect we

find the unperturbed roton and phonon properties which can then be treated

separately (section 4.3 and 4.4 respectively).

4.2 Roton - phonon hybridization

4.2.1 General considerations on hybridization

We will presently consider the problem of hybridization of two lattice

modes. This problem is analogous to the hybridization of photons and polaritons

which was first discussed by J.J. Hopfield*. Since it is necessary to use

results that are not presented by Hopfield we will give a derivation of the

effect of coupling on frequencies and intensities. First we will treat the
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general problem of hybridization of an "a" and a "b" excitation, later we will

focus down on hybridization of rotons and phonons (then the "a" excitation

will be interpreted as a phonon, "b" as a roton).

Ignoring zero point energy the Hamiltonians for two different excitations

can be written in second quantization as:

«b bk \

Hybridization may be introduced by the coupling term

Hc = lE Ck ( ak bk + \ \

and the Hamiltonian of the hybridized excitations is

H = H + H,+ H (4.4)
a b c

To find the frequencies in the hybridized case it is necessary to rewrite

H as

H = I R <ô  A^ A^ + H Ug B* Bfc + constant (4.5)
K.

t + k
where A, and B7 are creation operators of the two coupled branches; to, and
k . . . .
to are the respective frequencies. This corresponds to diagonalisation of the
D

new Hamiltonian. To simplify the notation we drop the k - dependence on all

operators and constants (the k - dependence will henceforth be implicit). We

want to write

H/fi = u a+ a + ID, bf b + c ( a b+ + a+ b ) (4.6)
a b

as

H/H = w A A + a) B B + constant (4.7)

We make the linear transformation:

a = uA + vB b = wA + zB f/. a\
+ t t t t t ( }

a = uA +vB b = wA +z B

where u and v are real constants. The inverse transformation is given by
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B = J ~ 1 ( w a - u b ) A = J ~ 1 ( - z a + vb)

+ + + + + + (4'9)

B = J"1 ( w a - u bT ) A = J"1 ( - z aT + v bT)

with

J = vw - z u (4.10)

We require that the new operators obey the boson commutation relations:

|A+,A] = 1 (4.11)

[B+,B] = 1 (4.12)

[A.B1} = 0 (4.13)

using the commutation relations [a ,a] = 1, (b ,b\ = 1 and [a,b ] = 0 we

find respectively

z2 + v2 = J2 (4.14)

w2 + u2 = J2 (4.15)

zw + vu = 0 (4.16)

Solving (4.14) and (4.15) for z and w respectively yields

z =

w =

/ j 2 -

/J2 -

Substituting in

u2 -t

with

u v •

Comparing

u 2 =

. V2 =

< 0

; with

: Z 2

V2

u2

(4

J2

(4.

.16)

14)

yields

and (4.15) we find respectively

V2 = W2

Or

u = + z

V = + W
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where the + signs are coupled due to (A.20). In the following all ± signs will

be coupled. Substituting (4.10) in (4.19) gives

u2 + v2 = ( vw - zu ) 2 = v4 - 2v( + v) u ( + u) + u4 = ( v2 + u 2 ) 2 (4.25)

hence

J2 = u2 + v2 = I (4.26)

After these remarks on the transformation (4.8) we will now turn our attention

towards the equality of (4.6) and (4.7). Substituting (4.8) in (4.6),

rearranging terms and comparing the result with (4.7) we find:

W. = (JJ u2 + ui, w2 + 2 c u w (4.27)
A a b

uD = u v2 + ID, z2 + 2 c v z (4.28)

B a b

0 = u u v + a, w z + c v w + c u z (4 .29)

Using (4.23) and (4 .24) we ob t a in from the f i r s t express ion

z w ( o>, - w ) ± c ( z 2 - w2) = 0 (4 .30)

b a
Substituting w= /l-z2' (from (4.18) with (4.23)) we obtain

0 (4.31)
(u. -(o ) 2+4 c2

D 3.

or

z2 = J (±) i(u, - u ) { (u. - co ) 2+4c 2}"^ (4.32)
b a b a

The@ is independent of ±, but is coupled to all other (?) signs. With w=/l-z2

we obtain

w2 = | © J («o. - a) ) { (a), - a» ) 2 + 4 c 2 } ' ! (4.33)
•̂̂  b a b a

Furthermore, from (4.17) and (4.18) and (4.23) and (4.24)

z = /z2

w = /w2

(4.34)
u = + z

V = + W
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20

15
O),

10

0

without coupling
with coupling

•branch

0 10 15
X

20

Fig. 4.1 Example of the effect of hybridization on frequencies. Frequency is

plotted versus parameter x (which will later correspond to pressure). The

hybridized case is represented by solid lines, the uncoupled case by the

dashed lines. The ± branch corresponds to the ± sign in eq. (4.35).

This determines the solution completely: substitution in (4 .27) and (4 .28)

yields

~ ' ' (4.35)
W A = H u b + w a ) ^

) 2 + 4 c2

)2 + 4 c2 (4.36)
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Both expressions give the full solution, a duplicity that can be removed, e.g.

by demanding that w. be always smaller than w .
A D

To illustrate the effect of hybridization we give an example that is a

simplification of the roton-phonon hybridization problem. We take
to, = 10
D

w = x (4.37)

c = 2

Figure 4.1 shows a plot of w. as a function ofx (which will later correspond

A
to pressure). We see that in the coupled case the two branches no longer cross

but that they "repel" each other in the cross - over region. From the same

formalism also the intensities in the coupled problem can be calculated once

the intensities in the uncoupled problem are known. For the Raman scattering

process the interaction Hamiltonian can be written in first order as:

H = p ( a + a+ ) + q ( b + b +) (4.38)

where a and b are defined as before and p and q are polarizabilities. For

the purpose of this calculation on coupling the intensity of a Stokes - Raman

line can be taken to be proportional to the matrix element squared

I<1|n ex 10>Iz if we neglect the small effect hybridization has on the factor

(to')3 and the Bolzmann factor that appear in the full expression for the Raman

scattering intensity (see eq. (1.8)). The Stokes - Raman intensity for an

a-excitation in the unperturbed case thus is equal to

I = |< l | p a + | 0 > | 2 = Y P 2 ( 4 . 3 9 )
SL

where y is an (unknown) constant. The intensity of a b - excitation is equal to

I b = |< l|qb
+| 0 > | 2 = y q 2 (4.40)

Substituting (4.8) we find for the coupled case

+ t t +
H = p u A + p v B + p u A + p v B + q w A + q z B + q w A + q z B (4.41)

The excitation due to A has an intensity given by

1 = | < A = l , B = 0 | ( p u + q w ) A + | A = 0 , B = 0 > | 2 = Y ( p u + q v r ) 2 ( 4 . 4 2 )
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In the limit I, >> I we may writs
b a '

= w2 I, (A.43)

We will illustrate this effect with the same example we used for illustration

of the effect of hybridization on frequency (eq.(4.37)). The result is shown

in figure 4.2. We see that one branch has very low intensity below the

cross - over region and high intensity above whereas for the other branch it

is the other way round.

1.0

I

0.5

0.0
10 12 U 16 18 20

Fig. 4.2 Example of the effect of hybridization on intensities in the limit

that one of the original intensities is much weaker than the other. Normalized

intensity is plotted versus parameter x (which will later correspond to

pressure). The ± branch corresponds to the ± sign in eq. (4.33).

4.2.2 Application of the hybridization formalism on roton-phonon hybridization

In this section we will apply the hybridization formalism to the roton-

phonon coupling problem. The derivation in this subsection is largely due to

A. Lagendijk2. It seems appropriate to specify what roton and phonon we are

considering and it is therefore necessary to use information that will be

given in the subsections on rotons and phonons (4.3 and 4.4 respectively). For
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clarification of the notation used in the following the reader is referred to

these sections.

The roton we are considering in this section is the

(J = 0, m
J

0)-»(J=2, m = ±2 ) roton which for k = 0 has the symmetry E_ In

this whole chapter we will stay in the vibrational ground state. The phonon

is of course the E_ transverse optical phonon. (if the symmetry was otherwise

no hybridization could take place).

Because the strength of the effect of hybridization is dependent upon the

frequencies of the coupled modes, it is essential to know these frequencies

if one wants to calculate the effect of hybridization. Since we want to carry

out this calculation for the whole pressure range investigated we need to know

the frequencies as a function of density. Also the coupling parameter c is a

function of density, in fact as we will show later c = c ( p/p J11'3 where p

is the mass density. To analyse the hybridization we use the following scheme:

1. determine empirical relations for the roton frequency u and phonon

frequency u) as a function of density.

2. using these relations determine a c which gives the best agreement with

the experimental results.

3. calculate the effect of hybridization on the roton and phonon frequencies.

By correcting for this effect calculate the unperturbed roton and phonon

frequencies.

By going through these steps iteratively one finds both the best value for c

and the best fit for the uncoupled roton and phonon frequencies. The result

of this analysis as far as c is concerned is:

For hydrogen: c„ /2ir = 0.10H2

F o r d e u t e r i u m : c „ /2TT = 0 . 2 1
D

R 11

cm"
1

: c„
D2

11

cm"
1

(4.44)

(4.45)

where R denotes the lattice parameter, R is the zero pressure lattice

parameter.

In the remainder of this subsection we will show that c is indeed

proportional to R"11 and we will make a theoretical prediction on the ratio
H 2 / D2c V c ^
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Ignoring internal vibration the Hamiltonian can be written as

2

H = I — + I X. V1'^
i 2m

2 + 1 I v (i.j)
i j

(4.46)

The first and third terms are the molecular translational and rotational

kinetic energy, respectively, and the second and fourth terms the isotropic

and anisotropic parts of the intermolecular potential with for our present

purpose3.

O (eo,

I e.
j=0,2,4 J

C(22 j;v,-v
1

( w ) (4.47)
2

Here C(2 2j;u,-y) is a Clebsch - Gordon coefficient4, B(R) and e(R) are radial

dependencies and a. are numerical coefficients which can be found in ref.3.

The Y. are spherical harmonics. The w. define the angles of the molecules with

respect to the vector R,^* ^ e Hamiltonian for the roton - phonon problem can

be written in the occupation number representation as

= H
phonon

,. +Hroton rp (4.48)

where H is the roton-phonon coupling term. From the first part of eq.(4.46)

one finds

k,X pk k
(4.49)

which represents phonons of branch X, wave vector k and energy Eto , . In the

hep structure at k=0 the Raman active transverse optical (TO) phonons can be

labelled by their irreducible representation E_ . From the second part of eq.

(4.46) the roton Hamiltonian can be written as5

k,A rk k k

For the present discussion we take \ to refer to the modes with Eo

symmetry at k=0. By expanding the anisotropic potential (eq.(4.47)) a coupling

term can be found:

r p
I

k,X
(4.51)

k k
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We will evaluate this further for k=0. As Lagendijk and Silvera have shown5

a spherical harmonic of rank two can be written for our present purpose in

terms of second quantization as:

Y?(fi. ) = — {b? ( 1-n. ) + (-l)m( 1 -n. ) b. } +
I l rn im 1 1 i,-m

(4.52)F A ( m, m'-m ) b b. ,
m, ' im i,mf-

with the number operator

n. = y b! b.
i u im llm

(4.53)

Q. is the orientation of a molecule at site i. The coefficients A(m,m'-m) are

functions of the 3j symbols:

m'A (m, m'-m) = (-l)m + l 5 (14ir) 2 2 2
-n'•m m m -m

(4.54)

Furthermore if we consider an isotropic harmonic oscillator with Hamiltonian

H = 2m* + sm^ 2q 2

this can be represented in second quantization as

H = ï! ü) ( a+ a +

with

— q
2fi

and

2fimco

t /mü) . / Ia = / — q - iv p
2R 2fam

(4.55)

(4.56)

(4.57)

(4.58)

where the normal commutation relation [a,a J = 1 holds. On the other hand the

displacement operator q can be written in terms of creation and annihilation

operators as

q =
2mu

( a + a ) (4.59)

With these tools we will now derive an expression for the coupling term in the
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Hamiltonian from eq. (A.47). When summed over the hep lattice the first term

in eq. (4.47) when expanded gives only a small contribution to the coupling.

Therefore we will neglect this term for the present discussion. The second

term of (4.47) can be written in terms of roton and phonon operators by

expansion in the lattice parameter R. Of this second term we will take only

the j=4 term since this corresponds to the electric quadrupole - quadrupole

interaction which gives by far the largest contribution. In the crystal frame

this part can be written as3

VEQQ°'2) " 9
>2n2

(nI2)

This can conveniently be written as:

VEQ 0,2) =4, I ^
( V * 2

P,q

where

(4.60)

(4.61)

.±ao*y ^ ^
R

C(224;Pq)Yp (4.62)

12

Substitution of (4.52) in (4.61) will give the desired expression for the

coupling term. Since we are presently calculating roton - phonon hybridization,

and as we will see later the second quantized form of (4.47) will be

multiplied by (a + a) we need only retain terms that destroy or create one

single roton:

V (1,2) =4, I ^ ( V V ^ ^
y P,q

pqq'

(4.63)
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To introduce the phonon operators we expand £.. (R.-R.) around the lattice

position:

(R.-R. ) = (R° - R?) + (u.-u. )

or

v = 5 y v (i.i) - s y ~ ~ """ ~ ->-
EQQ . <. E00 . , •x^ ifj x x ifj

In the following we will focus on the second term which gives directly a

roton-phonon coupling Hamiltonian. Since the r dependent part of V is
pq -*• -> ?Q

entirely in £.. (R. -R. ) we want to know V?. For this purpose we write
J J

pq -> -> pq p+q -5

with

^ := I (7OiT)'-^ e 2Q 2 C (22 4,pq ) (4.66)

From Rose1* eq. 6.42 we find

Vy 5JJ ( f. - 1 ) = ?pq 3/5 R~^ C ( 5 1 4;P+q-p,y ) v f ^ ( fi.. ) ïp (4.67)

For the roton - phonon coupling Hamiltonian we thus obtain

or

Hrp* (4")! j - L . A ( " > < I ' - < 1 ) K P ' V bi.<.'-«+ '""""i.-P^ 1 ''i.'i'-)

* I (-l)?P
q3^R^ C(5 14;P+q-y,V)

p—1,1 J

2m
(a + a + ) (4.69)

where u was replaced by e 1 J /•=— (a +a ) according to (4.59), e x J is

proportionality constant, a. is the sublattice index of i and g. is the

sublattice index of j (thus E is dependent only upon swiblattice indices).
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t . ->
Furthermore a is the creation operator of the k = 0 three optical phonon modes,

y = ±] corresponds to the E„ modes. By rearranging the terms we find:

H = ~ (70TT)'A e2Q2 (4ir)l/_£_ 3/5 ^ [ \ A(q,q'-q) (-) RT
2mu i^j pqq' •JJ=— 1,1

* C ( 2 2 4;p q ) C ( 5 1 4;p+q-p,P ) Y^ H M ( n £ j ) e 1>JJ

* b t b t , b . . a + b t b t , b . . a + + b . b t . b . , a
I X P j q j > q q u X P j q j . q - q u i » - p j q i » q - q v

+ b. bt t b. , a
+ ] (4.70)

i,-p jq j,q -q P J

To estimate analytically the effect of hybridization we will simplify this

expression. Due to the strong R. . dependence of R. . (b b b a + ... ) nearest

neighbours generate the strongest contribution and the effect of farther

neighbours is much smaller. It therefore seems appropriate for hep hydrogen to

replace

Furthermore we neglect those terms that do not leave the total number of

rotons plus phonons constant. In this manner eq.(4.7O) transforms to

I—i 12

H = 4NU/7 e 2 Q 2 / A R-6 \ \ \ A(q ,q ' -q ) (-) C ( 2 2 4;p q)
r P ^ pqq' TJ—1,1 j = l

* C ( 5 1 4 ; P + q -u ,y ) Y p - " ( « , . ) e a l B i ( b ; p b J q I b j ( q , _ q « j i (4.71)

+ b. bt , b . , a+ + b, bt , b, , a +b t bt , b . , a+

>»-p jq j,q -q v i,-q jq i,q -q p ip jq j,q -q v

We will now simplify the construction operator part of the last expression.

In the Hartree approximation^

bt bt , b. f = bt < bt , b. , > + bt , < bt b. , >
ïp jq' i,q'-q lp jq1 J,q'-q jq' ip J,q'-q

+ b. , <bt bt ,> (4.72)
j,q'-q lp jq'

An analogous expression holds for the other three terms in eq.(4.71). To

evaluate (4.72) we note that due to the fact that the Hamiltonian was

modified from the pure rotational H = B J to the form given in eq.(4.46) also
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the wave functions must be modified. Since we took the EQQ part to be the most

important (eq.(4.60)) the many particle wavefunctions can be written in first

order perturbation theory

<m H 0>

|0> = |0>o+
m E -E

o m

4 V I7 ^ Ym lm>
B m

(4.73)

with

i e2Q2/ (4.74)

Consequently all brakets in (4.72) and in the analogous expressions are

proportional to E,/B. Thus in first order perturbation theory we obtain from

(4.71) with R :=R
12

— B"1 I I
12

C (5 1 4;p+q-y,P)

m pqq' y=-l,1

(0,.

A(q,q'-q) (-)C(224;pq)

T ,T
) a +b. , a
lp y jq y

+ b. . a + b , a +b. . a + b. . a
j,q'-q y 1,-p y jq' y J,q'-q yj

(4.75)

By means of a Bogolioubov transformation this can indeed be written in the

form of (4.51). Evaluation of the absolute value of the coupling constant

requires a much more elaborate calculation. We shall check the validity of

our approach by comparing the ratio of the coupling constants of H„ and D„.

In the Hartree approximation the first term of eq.(4.64) also gives a

contribution to the coupling Hamiltonian H . This contribution is exactly
rp

equal to that of eq.(4.75). Using e° = -=• e 2QVR 5 with R the zero pressure

nearest neighbour distance in the solid we find for the coupling strength

for k = 0 (cf. eq.(4.51))

(E.
0)2

4
R 1 0

o

R11 moi BR
mo)

R
o

R _

1 1

c 0

'R
o

R

11

(4.76)

Thus we find

(E

=?'D2

"o

D2

H2
R,H2

(4.77)

To calculate the theoretical ratio c 2/c 2 we use the constants of table 4.1.
o o
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constant

•!

R
0

B

m

value H„

0.791

3.789

59.339

313.5

2

value D

0.979

3.605

29.913

214.3

4

units

K

8

cm

cm

m
P

reference

3

3

3

this work

Table 4.1 Constants used in the evaluation of the coupling parameter ratio.

For the phonon frequencies experimental data at R =2.57% were used both for

H9 and Do.

We thus obtain:

H5 D
for the theoretical ratio c z/c 0.37

2experimentally (from (4.44) and (4.45)) c 2/c 2 = 0.48

(4.78)

(4.79)

A reasonable agreement between the estimation on theoretical grounds and the

experimental value is found. The remaining discrepancy may be due to the fact

that the calculation was done using perturbation theory. Improvement upon this

calculation can also be made by incorporation of zero point motion effects,

anharmonicity terms in the phonon expansion and by taking other contributions

to the coupling Hamiltonian into account. These can be found for instance from

an expansion of the crystal field potential term e„ (see section 4.3.3 A)

which is non - zero due to zero point motion and deviations from the ideal hep

lattice.

4.3 Rotons

Polyatomic molecules in the gas phase have excitations that correspond to

a change in the total angular momentum of the molecule. These excitations are

called rotational excitations. At low temperatures all molecules are in the

ground vibrational state and only pure rotational transitions are possible.

Normally these molecules are no longer free rotors in the solid state.

However in all hydrogens this excitation is not frustrated at zero pressure
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and 4.2 K. In the J = 0 hydrogens, which are the subject of this study even up

to pressures in the 100 kbar range molecules are reasonably well described by

free rotor states. At 5 K only the J = 0 rotational level is populated and

only v, J = 0,0 -*• 0,2 transitions are possible. Due to the anisotropic

interactions in the solid this excitation is no longer localized but must be

considered as an exciton-like wave called a "roton". This v,J = 0,0-*-0,2

transition is alternatively called the S (0) transition and has been studied

in this work.This J = 0 •> 2 transition is 5 - fold degenerate in the gas phase.

The 5 levels can be identified by the projection quantumnumber m . In solid
J

hep hydrogens there are 2 molecules per unit cell and consequently 2x5= 10

roton modes are possible for any value of k. Five of these have odd symmetry

and are not observable by means of Raman scattering. The other five are Raman

active. The fivefold degeneracy of these is partially lifted in the solid due

to the anisotropic interactions. As a result in the solid the J = 0->2

transition can be observed by Raman scattering as three spectral lines. The

low energy line corresponds to m =±1, the middle one to m =±2 and the high
J J

energy one corresponds to mT = 0,

4.3.1 Introduction

The first observation of the rotational transitions in H„ by means of

Raman scattering in the gas was made in 1929 by Rasetti . The accuracy was
O

considerably improved in the experiment by Stoicheff on H„ and D„ in 1957.

In the solids the S (0) roton was first measured by Allin, Feldman and Welsh^

in 1956, a measurement that was repeated with higher accuracy and also

extended to include deuterium by Bhatnagar, Allin and Weslh10 in 1962. In this

experiment measurements on 99.8% para - H„ and 80% ortho - D~ were included. In

1971 McTague, Silvera and Hardy11 determined the rotational spectra in 99.8%

para - H„ and 98% ortho - D_ single crystals. For hydrogen the results were in

agreement with those of Bhatnagar, Allin and Welsh. Up to 5 kbar the pressure

dependence of these transitions was investigated by Lassche et al.12. In 1979 j

and 1980 Sharma et al. measured the rotational excitations in normal I

hydrogen13»11* and normal deuterium15 but these measurements are of little '

relevance in this context since they were done at room temperature on room

temperature equilibrium concentrations of the ortho - para mixture thus causing

a severe line broadening (which limited their pressure range to 150 kbar).
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Fig. 4.3a Experimental data on roton and phonon frequencies of para-H^.

Low pressure points by McTague etal}^ and Lassche et at.12 are also

included. P is the phonon branch, roton branches are labelled by their

irreducible representation.

4.3.2 Experimental observation

We have studied the S (0) roton in 98.5% para - H and 98.5% ortho - D_

at 5 K. The pressure dependence of the frequency is plotted in figure 4.3,

which includes low pressure points by McTague et al .** and Lassche et al.*^.

Because of roton-phonon hybridization as discussed in section 4.2 it is

essential to show also the phonon P. Pressure was determined with an accuracy
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Fig. 4.3 b Experimental data on roton and phonon frequencies of ortho-D^.

of 1 kbar (for a discussion see section 2.8). The accuracy in the frequency

determination was 0.2 cm"1, whereas the reproducibility between different runs

was about 1 cm"1 within 60% confidence limits in the high pressure regime.

After initial loading of the sample and compression up to 2 - 10 kbar

often a roton spectrum consisting of four lines was observed, quite similar

to the spectrum observed by Durana and McTague16 at M kbar. In figure 4.3

the extra line is labelled S. 'Vfter annealing the sample at one half of the

melting temperature a three line spectrum was always observed. Because of this

we believe that the effect observed by Durana and McTague is caused by strain

due to the non-hydrostatic compression of the sample. Furthermore we found
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Fig. 4.4 Roton and phonon (P) data, plotted against absolute density (scaled
TT _ 7

to the zero pressure density of hydrogen, (Vz) ) to allow for easy

comparison of the ff„ and D? data. For comparison we also show the vibron
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mode (V) discussed in chapter 3. Low pressure points are from Bhatnager et

aZ.1 O j McTague et at.11 and Lassche et aZ . 1 2
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• that the frequencies of three lines of the four line spectrum are close to

the frequencies of the lines of the three line spectrum but do differ

significantly, even if the fourth line is weak. At pressures above M 5 kbar

the frequency difference between the corresponding lines is no longer

significant. In hep hydrogen 3 Raman lines are expected. In fee hydrogen 2

lines are expected. Since the high frequency fee line has roughly the same

frequency as the middle hep line a four line spectrum is expected in a hep-

fee mixture. This is a possible explanation for the occurrence of four lines.

Our samples were always annealed below 40 kbar. If they were also

annealed at a higher pressure no difference was observed in the spectrum

before and after annealing. Also we never observed a four line spectrum after

the sample had been annealed not even if it was subsequently pressurized up

to 200 kbar. So apparently no strain effects are observed if the sample is

compressed further after annealing. Nevertheless nearly all our samples and

particularly those used for the highest pressures were frequently annealed

at 80 K and sometimes even at 300 K.

Together with other data presented in this work the roton and phonon

data were obtained in 15 measurement runs, each of which lasted 1 -3 weeks.

In most runs the pressure was increased and decreased several times. In one

run we were able to reduce the pressure from 360 kbar to a mere 5 kbar, this

is however rather tricky.

Finally in figure 4.4 we also present our data plotted as a function of

absolute density which allows for easy comparison between hydrogen and

deuterium. To provide a common dimensionless scale we divided the density by

the zero pressure density of hydrogen. The bending over in D. at M00 kbar

and H„ at ̂ 500 kbar and also the severe linebroadening in D„ above 160 kbar

are considered to be precursors to the phase transition to be discussed in

chapter 5.

Due to problems with background fluorescence the phonon-like branches

have been measured mostly where frequency exceeds the frequency of the highest

roton branch. We found that the relative intensity of this phonon-like branch

decreased with increasing pressure as expected from equation (4.43) and figure

4.2. In this respect it is important to note that the intensity ratio of

rotons and phonons at low pressure is of the order 103, so that the condition

I >> I which must be satisfied if we want to use (4.43) is indeed fulfilled.
r P
Experimentally it is difficult to calibrate the absolute intensity of the

phonon - like branch because the intensity of the middle roton enters into it
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Fig. 4.5 Intensity ratio o f phonon - like to roton-like excitations. The

zero pressure point is by Silvera et al.17. The theoretical description is

discussed in the text.

and the middle roton exchanges intensity with the other two roton branches if

the orientations of the crystallites change in the sample (we have

experimental evidence that this does happen in reality). The same objection

can be made against the method we use to compare experimental and theoretical

intensities. We plot the ratio of the intensity of the phonon-like branch

divided by the intensity of the roton-like branch. This corresponds to taking

w2/w2 (see figure 4.2) for x^lO and w2/w2 for x>.10. In figure 4.5 we show

our results; the zero pressure data point is by Silvera et al.17. The

theoretical curve was obtained by calculating w2 from eq.(4.33) where

empirical values for the roton and phonon frquencies were substituted and c

was taken as given in eq.(4.44) and (4.45).
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To conclude this section on rotons we will point to some experimental

observations not yet discussed: At pressures above 130 kbar we observed in

hydrogen a very broad m=±2 peak (the middle line). This peak seems to be

composed of two lines. In the experimental plots we have therefore indicated

two measurement points for this line. A sample spectrum is given in figure

4.6. At present we do not have an explanation for this phenomenon. It is

especially strange that the m=±2 line suffers substantial splitting where no

effect is observed in the m= ±1 line. When the bending over is taking place

the m=0 line becomes very weak above a certain pressure; we suppose that this

has the same cause as the bending over i.e. it is a precursor of the phase

transition to be discussed in chapter 5. In one run on deuterium pressure was

reduced from 380 kbar (above the phase line) to 150 kbar and a spectrum was

observed that was not observed under any other condition. Pressure was

subsequently lowered which resulted in small frequency shifts but not in

qualitative changes. A sample spectrum is shown in figure 4.7. Pressure was

reduced in steps down to 5 kbar. Subsequently the sample was released and

without changing the alignment an empty-cell spectrum was taken. This did

not show any of the peaks of figure 4.7. We believe that an explanation of

this spectrum is that the deuterium was quenched in a metastable phase due to

the rapid uniaxial decompression. Further investigations might lead to

interesting results.

380 370
Av (cm-1)

350

Fig. 4.6 Speotrum of hydrogen at 462 kbar and 5 K. Note the double central

peak.
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Fig. 4. 7 Speatrum of quenohed deuterium at 104 kbar and 5 K. For comparison

also a regular (annealed) spectrum at 101 kbar is given (dotted curve).

It is clear from our spectra that hydrogen is in the hep phase up to our

highest pressures and deuterium is in the hep phase up to the rotation -

libration phase transition (see chapter 5). This is contrary to the speculative

phase diagram of Mills*° which was based on the following data. In 1965 Cook

et al.1^ observed an anomaly in the isobars of solid H„ near the melting line.

This led Roder20 to speculate that a phase transition had taken place.

Manzelii, Udovidchenko and Esel'son21 studied the premelting region and

observed an anomaly in the compressibility and claimed in this and later work

that an hep - fee phase transition had taken place. Theoretically Brodyanskii,

Freimand and Krupskii22 had predicted such a phase transition. In analogy with

his work on helium Holian23 predicted that for D the hep - fee phase line

intersects the p - axis at about 9 kbar. Experimentally Silvera, Driessen and

De Waal24 could not reproduce any of the thermodynamic anomalies and suggested

that earlier measurements may have suffered experimental difficulties or were

non - equilibrium phenomena and that all these speculations were premature.

Vindryaevski et al.25 used elastic neutron scattering techniques to show that,

up to 17 kbar para - H_ only exists in the hep structure. On the basis of our

Raman measurements it is clear that hep is the stable low temperature phase
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for H„ at least up to 580 kbar and for D~ up to the rotation - libration phase

transition. More recently Bereznyak and Sheinina49 have provided further

thermodynamical evidence for the occurrence of the new phase near the melting

line.

4.3.3 Interpretation of roton data

To interpret the roton data we correct the experimental values for the

roton - phonon hybridization as discussed in section 4.2. To do so one must

know the strength of the roton - phonon interaction, but that can only be

determined accurately if the unperturbed frequencies are known. It is clear

that an iterative procedure is needed. We first estimate the strength of

roton - phonon interaction, then calculate unperturbed frequencies and then

perform a better determination of the strength of the roton - phonon inter-

action etc. However in this presentation we will present the problems

separately since the iteration does not present any particular problem and

rapidly converges.

We will now present a theoretical model from which the roton frequencies

can be derived. This model follows the work of Van Kranendonk and coworkers
of OO

(particularly Noolandi) ~ . Part of these calculations are reviewed in

ref. 33, further corrections are summarized in ref. 32. In the following

presentation we will follow the treatment of ref. 33, but we will include

all effects. Of course in first order the roton frequency is given by the

free rotor gas value. Due to the interactions in the solid state several

corrections must be made. These can be subdivided in effects that are due to:

A. interactions between a molecule and the crystal field

B. interactions between pairs of molecules

C. three body interactions between molecules

D. non - resonant interactions between rotons and (virtual) phonons

E. non - resonant interactions between rotons and (virtual) rotons (roton

anharmonicities)

F. roton-phonon hybridization as discussed in section 4.2

G. non - resonant interactions between rotons and (virtual) vibrons.

We will now treat these contributions separately and add them up to an

expression for the frequencies of the rotons. Finally we will compare this

expression to the experimental data. To make the chosen subdivision of the

treatment more quantitative we follow the argument by Van Kranendonk and Karl33,
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If we ignore lattice vibrations for the time being (they will be discussed in

section D), and assume that the centres of gravity of the molecules are

arranged on the sites of a rigid hep lattice with the structure of solid

hydrogen (2 molecules per unit cell) the interaction between two molecules 1

and 2 in the solid can be given by the following expansion

V12 = C12 + fl(rl) + fl ( r2 ) + f2(rl'r2) + 8 ( V + g(ü)2) + g ' ^ V V

+ gf(r2;u2) + ao(ü)]5ü)2) + a] (r^ jtOj ,W 2) + a] (r^ii^.uij)

+ a2(r ,r2;o3 ,io„) (4.80)

Here r. is the internuclear separation in molecule i. The orientation of the

internuclear axis of molecule i in a frame whose z - axis is the intermolecular

axis R „ is denoted by w. = (9.,<j).). Tbe orientation with respect to a frame

with the z - axis parallel to the hexagonal axis of the crystal will be denoted

by Q.. All quantities in eq.(4.80) are of course functions of R.„ but

presently we do not write this dependence explicitly, c _ is independent of

r. and to. and is defined by
i l J

C12 = ̂ ^ W V V * (4'81)

where r is the equilibrium value of r. in the free molecule and the brackets

indicate an unweighted average over all values of to. and u„. Additional

requirements make the expansion of (4.80) unique:

f2(re,r2) = f2(rrre) = 0

<g(u )> = 0
(4.82)

g'dr^u,) = 0

<g'(r];w2)> = 0

<a2(r],r2;(u],ü)2)> = 0

The total interaction in the solid is equal to the sum of the pair potential

(4.80) over all pairs of molecules plus three body interactions:
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v = l. vij + i .?1V ri ' r j 'VvvV (4-83)

1<J IJK

where V_ is defined in such a way that all 2 body contributions are excluded;

the double prime indicates the condition that i^j, j^k, k^i. The last

equation can be written symbolically

V = C + Fj + F2 + G + G' + AQ + Aj + A£ + T (4.84)

where T represents the three body contribution and all other terms correspond

to the terms indicated by corresponding small letters in eq.(4.80). The term

C is the total cohesive energy of the crystal and is of no interest in the

present context. We will continue this discussion along the scheme given

above.

A. Interaction_between a molecule and the_cry_stal_f ield

The term F_ is given by:

= II f,^;^.) -: I UjCr.) (4.85)
i£j i

F =

This interaction gives the change in intramolecular potential due to the

isotropic part of intermolecular potential of the other atoms in the lattice.

This effect has been discussed in section 3.3 arid there the effect on the

vibrational energy levels was calculated. Along the lines of that calculation

we find for the frequency of the roton (here V.. is not a spherical harmonic

but is defined in section 3.3):

v{S*(0)} = M/Q1 + 32/JJ + \{y2x + 362/Q2 + (4.86)

This equation (which is identical to eq.(3.7)) gives the effect of the lattice

on the centre of gravity of the rotons. The result of the calculation is given

in table 4.2. Experimental values are not given in this table since as will be

shown later there are other contributions which affect the centre of gravity.

Of course as for the vibron the frequency jump between gas and solid phases is

predicted incorrectly: at zero pressure in the solid state frequencies of

353.39 cm"1 and 178.66 cm"1 are observed11 for hydrogen and deuterium

respectively. However we believe that the pressure induced frequency shift is

predicted correctly. Thus as far as the present effect is concerned centre of
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R

&)

3.789

3.605

3.499

3.380

3.200

3.050

2.895

2.686

2.530

2.376

2.288

2.180

2.038

Hydrogen

P
(kbar)

0

1

2

5

10

20

50

100

200

300

500

1000

S+ (0) calc
0
(cm"1)

354.65

354.87

354.95

355.09

355.31

355.79

356.90

358.33

360.51

362.26

365.10

370.42

Deuterium

P
(kbar)

0

0.4

1.2

3.7

8.0

17

45

92

188

284

480

970

S+ (0) calc
o
(cm"1)

179.16

179.20

179.24

179.30

179.41

179.65

180.20

180.91

181.98

182.85

184.25

186.90

Table 4.2 Calculated values for the centre of gravity of the S (0) rotational

Raman line in the solid state as a function of lattice parameter. The

calculation is explained in section 3.3. This table does not include all

contributions to the centre of gravity (see text).

gravity frequencies can be obtained from this table by subtracting 1.26 cm"1

for H„ and 0.50 cm"1 for D„.

The term G in eq.(4.80) is given by

G = i I g<VRii> -: I V (0.)
î j J i

(4.87)

which defines V (Ü.) where ft. denotes the orientation of molecule i with
c l i

respect to the hexagonal axis of the crystal. This interaction is partly due

to anisotropic Van der Waals interactions which come into play as a result of

the blowing up of the crystal by the zero - point lattice vibrations, and
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partly to polarization or self energy effects due to non - resonant roton -

phonon and vibron - phonon coupling. The function V (Q) can be expanded in

spherical harmonics Y (Q). Since only even £ levels appear (see chapter 1)

and since we are only interested in the states J = 0 , 2 we need only consider

terms with £ = 2 , 4. Because of the point symmetry of the hep lattice only the

m = 0 terms appear. Consequently

V c ( f l ) = e 2 c
1 5 Y 2 ( f i ) + £ 4 c T Y 4 ( f l ) (

where £„ and e, are constants (which depend on R). The £ = 2 term arises

from 1=2 anisotropic Van der Waals interactions between the molecules. In

the ideal hep lattice the sum of this interaction over 12 neighbours is zero.

A non - vanishing contribution to this term is caused by lattice deformation

due to zero point motion and local deformation due to the non - resonant

roton - phonon coupling. These two contributions are of the same order, but

opposite in sign consequently the net value of E . is very small33»50. The

e, term arises from the £ = 4 anisotropic Van der Waals forces and this term

does not vanish when summed over 12 neighbours. Hence this term is expected

to be much larger than e„ . The effect of interaction (4.88) on the rotational

energy levels is given by33

E c(2m) = - f c me 2 c • ± am e ^ (4.89)

with

a „ = 1 a = -4 a = 6
±2 ±] ° (4.90)

C±2 = ' c±l = "* Co = -1

This leads to the splitting of the rotational levels, lifting in part the

degeneracy with respect to m .
J

B. Interactions between_p_airs of molecules

The term A of eq.(4.80) is given byo *

Ao= * 1 W v V (4'91)

This term is responsible for the'delocalization of the rotational excitation.

This interaction can be expanded in terms of products of spherical harmonics
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Y *(w ) xYT2(a)o). Within the subspace corresponding to the presence of one

J = 2 excitation in a pure J = 0 para - hydrogen crystal only terms corresponding

to Z = «,„ = 2 have

can be written as

to Z = £„ = 2 have non - vanishing matrix elements. For our present purpose a

2 *
ao(tü,,(ü2;R12) = 4ir£ £ cm Y

m (U^) YJ (Q>2) (4.92)
m=-2

where c is defined as before. Since c =c this potential is characterized
m m -m

by three independent parameters. This can be made more explicit by writing

(4.92) as

a (Wj,co2;R12) = 4ir £ e . (RJ2) a . £ C(22j ;y ,-y) YJ(U ) Y'^^^ (4.93)
j=0,2,4 J J y

where a = S5, a„= /7/2 and a, = /7Ö. The j =4 term corresponds to electrical

quadrupole quadrupole interaction whereas the j =0,2 terms are due to higher

order anisotropic overlap and dispersion forces. The term e„ is negligibly

small27»33, and this term will be neglected. The energy shift in the

J = 0 ->• 2 roton transition due to (4.93) -is given by

AE = a 0.903 E. + 12e (4.94)
m m 4 o

e, =-=• e2Q2/R5 is the EQQ coupling parameter.

C. Three

The effect of the term T on the rotational levels has been calculated by

Noolandi32 and is due to the energy of quadrupole induced dipoles. Ignoring

zero point vibrations he finds

AE^2 = 0.547 e4

AEJJ = 0.539 e4 (4.95)

AET
0 = 0.600 e4

With zero point averaging he obtains
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0.547

= 0.539 + 0.209 (4.96)

AET
0 = 0.600

where

+ 0 . 2 9 3 ^ ^

R-4 Ym <n )
o 3 o

(4.97)

R"5Y>)
o 4 o

(4.98)

where < > denotes zeropoint averaging and the zero subscript denotes the

rigid lattice value. The coefficients 5_4 and £,., and also

(4.99)

have been calculated by Goldman34»35. For zero to "infinite" pressure the

following relations hold:

•978 < < I

.957 < 554 < 1 (4.100)

1.55 > K 2 > 1
(54 ƒ

All terms of (4.84), that have not yet been treated have vanishing matrix

elements within the manifold of pure rotational states.

D. Non - resonant interactions_between rotons_and_^virtual2_ghonons

This effect has been discussed by Van Kranendonk and Sears28 and

Noolandi and Van Kranendonk31. They find a shift of the centre of gravity of

the rotons of -1 cm"1 at zero pressure and call this shift E . Since E is
s sproportional to )? and since the grüneisen parameter is about equal

to 2 this contribution is independent of density and isotope.
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(roton_anharmonicities)

This effect arises from the coupling between a roton and a virtual roton.

This corresponds to terms of order b b b and higher in the roton Hamiltonian

(called V_ in ref. 5). The effect on the different rotational levels has been

calculated by A. Lagendijk2 in perturbation theory and is given by:

AE^2 = 32.79 £2/B

AE^j = 34.55 £ 2 / B (4.101)

AEA
0 = 27.58 e^/B

F. Roton-_p_honon hybridization

This was discussed in section 4.2.

G. Non_^_resonant_interactions between_rotons and (virtual) vibrons

This effect has been discussed by Noolandi and was found to have a

negligibly small effect on the roton states. Therefore it will be neglected

here also.

Conclusion

We may now add all contributions and arrive at an expression for the

roton frequencies in the solid state as a function of lattice parameter. We

find

v{S+(0)} = v + a (0.903e. + Jre, ) - ̂ c E Oo m m 4 21 4c 7 m 2c

+ AET + 12 e - E + AEA (4.102)
m o s m

Here v is the result of the calculation of section A, where it is given as a

function of density. The contributions e and e, were discussed in section B,

e„ and e, in section A, AE in section C, e in section D and AE in section
2c 4c ' m s m

E. The effect of resonant roton - phonon interaction only operates on the m = ±2
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branch and is not incorporated in eq.(4.102); it can be calculated by

substituting (4.102) in (4.35). If R denotes the lattice parameter, the EQQ

interaction parameter e, is expected to be proportional to R~5, the term e,

is caused by anisotropic Van der Waals interactions and scales as R~6, e is
s

roughly speaking a constant equal to 1 cm"1. The density dependence of
T A

AE and AE is implied in the expressions given for these quantities. The term

e„ can be non - zero due to lattice distortions; these may be due to zero-

point motion or uniaxial compression. At low pressures zero point motion is

indeed important but as estimated by Van Kranendonk and Karl33 in this case

e. may be neglected. At very high pressures lattice distortion induced by

non - hydrostatic compression could lead to non - zero e„ values but it is

difficult to give a reasonable estimate of this effect.

To summarize: Of the effects that give rise to the lifting of the tn -

degeneracy e, is the most important effect, e may also be rather important
T A

and e„ is probably very small. The effect of AE and AE can be estimated2c r J J mm

directly from their respective explicit expressions. The term E has been

calculated as a function of density by Schaefer and Meyer35 for the discussion

to follow we use a more recent calculation of them3^. Some care in the use of

their calculation seems appropriate, however, since numbers have been changing

rather drastically through the various refinements of the calculation. Up to

now the direct effects of zero point motion have been ignored. As discussed by

Noolandi32 this effect can be incorporated by taking the zero point average of
T

the static contributions. Because of its complex analytic consequence on AE
T m

the effect of ZPM has been given in the discussion of AE in equation (4.96).

Including ZPM the final expression for the Raman frequencies becomes:

v{S+(0)} = v + a ( 0.903 £.. e. + -^ - E . > - L e 0o m m 54 4 21 4c 7 m 2c

+ AE T + 12 e - e + 5 / c /, 2AE
A (4.103)

m o s (54)z m
T

where the £'s are given by (4.98) and (4.99) and AE is given by (4.96).

We are presently able to compare our experimental roton data with this

theoretical calculation. To do so we will use (4.103) in (4.35) to calculate

all frequencies including also roton - phonon hybridization and plot the

results of this calculation together with our experimental data. Before we do

so it is useful to calculate from (4.103) certain linear combinations of

frequencies and compare these with experimental observation. The mean
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frequency of the triplet defined by (4.103) is:

2
v := f I v{S+(0)}
cm 5 L „ ov m

m =~ 2 (4.104)

= v + 0.554 ̂  e4 + 0.206 ̂  ^ + 12 tQ - ^ + 32.45 ^

Further

A, s- v{S+(0)}±2 - v{So
H(0)}±1

= 4.515 ?54 s4 + ^ £ 4 c -|£2c+ 0.0080 4 H - 0.048 4 e,

eJ/B (4.105)

v { S > ) } Q -

°'I324e4
(4.106)

Al " A2 = " e2c " °- 0 4 544 e4 " °-180?54e4 + 3*45C(54)2 e 4 / B

For a given lattice parameter we have measured three lines in D_ and three

lines in H„. We assume that all potential parameters are the same for H„ and

D_ but of course B ^2B . If we take v to be known we have four unknown
i. n D

parameters (E,, E, , e„ and (12e -e )) and we have together with our

experimental data points an overdetermined set so it is possible to solve for

best values of all potential parameters and thus find these parameters as a

function of pressure. This proposition is frustrated by the fact that by far

the largest contribution to the pressure induced frequency shift of the mean

frequency, v (p) - v (0), is given by the term 32.45 C/c4\2
 ZJ^' Consequently

one would expect this shift to be twice as large for deuterium as it is for

hydrogen. Experimentally these shifts are found to be equal. The incorporation

of roton - anharmonicities has created a severe disagreement with experimental

observation. To illustrate this we carried out a calculation on the roton

frequencies with the following assumptions:
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(from ref. 3)

(taken to fit zero pressure data of FL)

v is given in table 4.2 of section A

e^2(p=0) = 0.55 cm"1 e 2(p=0) = 0.68 cm"1

e4c(p=0) = -1.60 cm"
1

= 0

(which is correct up to 1 cm"1)

(the main error introduced is a small downward shift

of the centre of gravity frequencies equal for

"2c

e H O
s
T

AE = 0
m

e = 0
o

hydrogen and deuterium)

The result is plotted in figure 4.8. We note that the splitting of the roton

band is predicted reasonably well but the pressure induced shift of the centre

of gravity frequency of the roton band is predicted very badly for deuterium.

This frustrates any attempt to extract potential parameters from our

measurements. However when this problem has been resolved our data can be

used to give experimental values for the various potentials used. To show that

the splitting of the roton band is essentially predicted correctly also

without roton-anharmonicities we will also make an analysis which neglects

roton - anharmonicities.
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Fig. 4.8 Simplified aaloulatir~i of roton frequencies including

roton-anharmonicities (solid lines) comvared with experimental points.
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Again we will make some simplifications, the main being the introduction of an

empirical fit for the centre of gravity frequency, so:

v, e , E and AE given by empirical fit
m

-1e"2(p=0) = 0.55 cm

e 4 c ( p = 0 ) = - J . 6 0 cm" 1

0.68 cm"1

The result is plotted in figure 4.9. It does not seem appropriate to do a more

elaborate analysis until it has been established up to what degree the roton -

anharmonicity calculation is correct or is compensated by other hitherto

unknown contributions. However we see that up to pressures where the centre

of gravity starts to decrease with increasing pressure ^"bending over") a

description with e, and e, plus a centre of gravity fit is sufficient to

describe the data. It is necessary to use an empirical fit for the centre of

gravity since the pressure dependence of e is not known accurately enough.

In neither of the two ways of description (with or without roton - anharmon-

icities) is it possible to predict the bending over behaviour. This may be

a precursor of the rotation to libration phase transition and it might be

440-
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Fig. 4.9 Simplified calculation of roton frequencies excluding

roton - anharmonicities (solid lines) compared with experimental points.
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possible to incorporate this in a more refined calculation of roton - anharmon-

icity, or in an extended model of the phase transition. Once the theoretical

difficulties have been resolved the present experimental data can be used to

give empirical values for the various potentials mentioned.

4.4 Phonons

Solid molecular even-J hydrogen has the hep crystal structure with two

molecules per unit cell. Thus six phonon modes are possible. Of these of

course three are optical and three are acoustical branches. The Longitudinal

Optic (LO) mode is polarized along the c - axis and is Raman inactive; the

two degenerate Transverse Optic (TO) modes are polarized within the hexagonal

planes and are Raman active. These modes have symmetry E . This phonon mode

was observed in the present study and will be referred to as "the phonon".

This phonon was first observed by Silvera et al.3°>*'' at zero pressure and

has later been measured up to pressures of 5 kbar by Berkhout and Silvera39.

4.4.1 Experimental observation

Due to our small sample size generally phonon intensities were too weak

to detect the phonon. In the pressure region where the phonon has about the

same frequency as the rotons a higher intensity is expected as was shown in

section 4.2.1 (figure 4.2). This phenomenon is indeed observed: in the cross-

over region the phonon intensity is relatively large, for higher pressures

the phonon intensity drops again disabling measurement of the phonon frequency

at our highest pressures. Also we were not able to obtain phonon data below

the cross - over pressure, mainly due to interfering fluorescence of the

diamonds. Most of the phonon data points have already been shown in figure 4.3

but it is illustrative to make a plot of ln(v/v ) versus ln(V/V ) where v
o o

denotes the phonon frequency and V the molar volume and the zero subscript

denotes zero pressure. The slope of this plot is the (mode) griineisen

parameter. Together with our data, which were corrected as to exclude the

effect of roton - phonon hybridization, we show the data of Berkhout and

Silvera39 and of Lassche40. See figure 4.10. Our data together with those of

Berkhout and Silvera39 were fitted to a polynomial of degree two by means

of a least square method. All measurements were given the same weight. We find:
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Fig. 4.10 Phonon frequencies plotted on a log -log scale. The slope is the

grüneisen parameter. Measurements by Berkhout and Silvera3'*; Lassche1*®,

Silvera et al.11\ Nielsen1*1 and Thiery et al.hZ are also included.
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Fig 4.11 The Eo mode griineisen parameter as a function of molar volvme
— *g
(from eq.(4.110) and eq. (4.111).

For hydrogen:

ln(v/vH) = - 0.012(10) - 2.17(5)ln(V/VH) - 0.28(3)ln2(V/VH) (4.108)
o o o

with vH = 36.79 cm"1 and VH = 23.14 cc/mole
o o

For deuterium:

ln(v/vD) = - 0.017 (5) - 2.05(3)ln(V/VD) - 0.27(2)ln2(V/VD) (4.109)
o o o

with v° = 35.83 cm"1 and V = 19.95 cc/mole
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These fits are indicated by the solid lines in figure 4.10.

For the (mode) gruneisen parameter we find

For hydrogen:

Yu = 2.17(5) + 0.56(6)ln(V/V
H) (4.110)

n O

For deuterium:

Y_ = 2.05(3) + 0.54(4)ln(V/VH) (4.111)

D O

The dependence of the gruneisen parameter on molar volume is plotted in figure

4.11. If we take as the currently best available estimate of the thermodynamic

gruneisen parameter our mode gruneisen parameter, it is possible to calculate

T^O isotherms from known T = 0 isotherms. This can be done using the same

formalism as was used by Driessen et al.1*3. In fact this analysis has been

carried out by Driessen'*'*. The result was used in section 2.9 to transform the

room temperature isotherm of Shimizu et al.1*5 to a 0 K isotherm. Of course a

significant error in the determination of the Debije temperature can be made

in this manner due to the fact that only the k=0 value of one mode was taken

into account. The EOS is however very insensitive to the exact value of the

Debije temperature and therefore this approach seems to be justified. To

determine the real Debije temperature and gruneisen parameter the following

procedure is proposed35. By means of a lattice dynamical calculation, analogous

to that of Goldman1*5 the ratio between the k=0 E_ phonon frequency and

Debije temperature is determined as a function of density. The measured phonon

data can then be scaled with this ratio to yield a "measured" Debije

temperature and gruneisen parameter,.

4.4.2 Theoretical considerations

Using a lattice dynamical calculation Goldman1*6 has calculated the hep

phonon frequencies as a function of density. The pressure range of this

calculation has recently been extended35. In figure 4.12 we show the results

of this calculation together with the experimental points. We note that the

calculated values are systemetically lower than the observed values. This

same discrepancy was also observed when comparing this calculation with the

IR measurements of Jochemsen et al.'*'. It is possibly due to inadequate

knowledge of the isotropic potential. From (4.108) and (4.109) we find the

ratio n= v„ /v„ as a function of pressure:
H D
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Fig. 4.13 Phonon frequency ratzo n - v„ /vn as a function of density. The
r- 2 2

harmonic value v2 is also shown.

T) = = 1.49(2) - 0.004(3)V (4.112)

where V is a number equal to the molar volume divided by 1 cc/mole. On the

basis of a harmonic oscillator model a ratio n = /2~ would be expected due

to the mass ratio 2 between hydrogen and deuterium. In figure 4.13 we plot

the observed frequency ratio n versus molar volume. In this plot also the

harmonic value /2~ is shown. From eq.(4.112) it is clear that these deviations

are barely significant. We will nevertheless give a short discussion.

Deviation at low pressures is probably due to zero point motion effects

because the phonon frequencies reflect a zero point average over the force

constants. The use of the EOS by Van Straaten et al.48 leads to n= 1.44 at

6 cc/mole. The discrepancy at high pressure calls for a careful

reconsideration of the isotropic potential.
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CHAPTER 5

THE HIGH PRESSURE ROTATION - LIBRATION PHASE TRANSITION

This chapter is concerned with a new phase transition in even J

hydrogens. Consider low pressure, low temperature solid para - H„ and ortho-D„.

The molecules are in the spherically symmetric J=0 free rotor state and it

is not possible to attribute a certain orientation to a molecule. It is

expected for reasons explained below that at a certain pressure the molecules

will no longer be spherically symmetric and will orient themselves along

certain crystallographic directions. Rotation is no longer possible, but the

molecules may librate around their equilibrium orientations. The experimental

observation of this phase transition was one of the goals of this study. In

the following we will first discuss theoretical work on this transition and

finally we will present our experimental observations.

5.1 Introduction

For the present discussion we may limit ourselves to the consideration

of the pure rotational degrees of freedom of the even J hydrogen molecule. The

orientational part of the Hamiltoriian for a free molecule at a fixed position

in space can be written as

H = BJ2 (5.1)

The energy levels are

E = B J ( J+ 1 ) (5.2)

and the wavefunctions are the spherical harmonics Y . Due to the Bolzmann

factor in the occupation number, at T= 0 all molecules are in the lowest

energy J = 0 state and the wavefunction is the spherically symmetric Y

spherical harmonic.

Now we consider the same molecule in the solid state. Since we have
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limited the discussion to the orientational part of the Hamiltonian, the

isotropic part of the solid state potential can be omitted. First we consider

the case where the anisotropic part of the potential is zero. The Hamiltonian

is still given by eq.(5.1) but the wavefunction is a many body wavefunction

'Jlml
J..U > = J, m >
N N o ' 1 1 IJNV (5.3)

If we switch on the anisotropic interaction, the Hamiltonian becomes:

H = BJ 2+ (5.4)

where i and j number the molecules. If V is small we can find the new

wavefunction from first order perturbation theory

••• J N V = | J i m i ••' J N V

. ? .
E — E

J , . . . J N

••• J N V

m . . .

JNV
 (5'5)

Because the anisotropic interaction is a two - particle interaction we can

focus our attention on a two particle wavefunction:

I J . m. J . m . > = | j . m . J . m . > + J"1 i i J J ' i i j j o j , ^ .

i
< J . m . J . m .

l l j j

J ! m !
J J

* | J . m . J . m . >
1 i i J J

Where

E T T - E ' T ' = B J . C J . + l ) + J . C J .
J . J » J a J » ( 1 1 " 1 " !

1 J X J ^ JJ

and

!(j!
1 1

J!(J!
JJ

J . m . J . m . >
I I J J o

(5.6)

(5.7)

This means that in the solid state the rotational energy levels are somewhat
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mixed (about 1% in zero pressure H~). Experimentally this has been demonstrated

by means of Raman scattering by Berkhout and Silvera1. The strength of this

admixture is clearly proportional to V /B. The main contribution to V stems

from the electrical quadrupole quadrupole (EQQ) interaction. For the case of

pure para - H„ or ortho - D Lagendijk and Silvera2 have expressed the EQQ

interaction in construction operators which makes the evaluation of the

admixture particularly simple. The result is proportional to E//B where e, is

the EQQ interaction parameter which is proportional to R~5. We will now

estimate the effect of the admixture on the wavefunctions. The perturbed

wavefunction is

y = |000 0 > + y e I 2 m 2 -m> + ...1 L m '
m

where e is proportional to e,/B. If a. represents the creation of a J= 2

excitation on site i we can estimate the contribution of |0000> to 4* by

IaLat >• This deviates from 1 due to anharmonic contributions to the

anisotropic potential. We estimate the contribution of 12m2 -m > to V by

|a(_a:>. These quantities correspond to terms in the expansion of the

Hamiltonian in construction operators2 and were calculated by Lagendijk3.

Now consider the effect of pressure. The EQQ interaction is proportional

to R~5 where R is the lattice parameter. Thus increasing the pressure, which

means decreasing the lattice parameter, increases e, and thus makes the

admixture of higher rotational states stronger. Apart from this for a given

R the admixture is twice as strong in Do as in Ho because B = ^B . The
/ L U2 H2

strength of admixture is plotted as a function of density in figure 5.1. We

note that the admixture indeed increases significantly with pressure but in

our experimental range J does stay a reasonably good quantum number (except

of course if we have crossed the phase line into the high pressure phase to

be discussed hereafter). We note that in the hep phase in the mean field

approximation where we use single particle wave functions the admixture is

zero: V = |0> + e|2> with e = 0. With increasing pressure the admixture of

12 2 > increases. It is expected that there is a critical value above which a

phase transition occurs into a phase where the molecules are no longer in free

rotor states and will orient themselves along certain crystallographic

directions. From the preceding arguments it will be clear that the relevant

scaling parameter is e,/B and that a phase transition will be observed in D_

at a lower pressure than in H . If the molecules are in this new phase,
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Fig. 5.1 Admixture of higher rotational states in the two particle ground

state wave function as a function of •pressure. <a a > is proportional to the

admixture of \2m2-m> and<aa > is proportional to the \0 0 0 0 >

contribution to the ground state.

they will no longer be free rotors, but they may librate around their

equilibrium positions. The corresponding excitations are called "librons". In

this phase J is no relevant quantum number. However since the molecules are

oriented in this phase the expectation value <Y»> := <rr T Y? (Q )> can be used
2 N u 2. n
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as an order parameter. To give an impression of the angular distribution of

the direction of the molecular axis in this phase we plot (Y +eY2)2/O+e)2 as

a function of e in figure 5.2.

In the pure odd J ortho - H and para - D„ the main anisotropic interaction

is the electrical quadrupole quadrupole (EQQ) interaction. These solids

exhibit a phase transitionat zero pressure and 2.9 K and 3.8 K respectively

into the fcc - Pa3 structure4. Because the driving interaction of the phase

transition we just discussed probably is also EQQ, some authors assume that

this phase transition will also be into the Pa3 structure; this structure is

actually found as the result of the calculations of others. This problem will

be discussed further in the next section.

Fig. 5.2 Crosseotion between (Y +eYp ) ranormalized and the <f>=0 plane.

This gives an indication of the angular distribution of the molecular axis in

the high pressure librating phase.
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For the study of these phenomena Raman scattering is a powerful tool since

the rotational levels can be directly probed. Furthermore the optical E„

phonon is Raman active in the hep phase but will be no longer observable in

an fee phase. Some librons will be Raman active and possibly can be observed

and finally the intramolecular Q.(0) vibron is an excitation that can be

observed in the gas, liquid and all molecular solid states.

In the following section several detailed calculations of the rotation-

libration phase transition will be discussed. We will conclude this chapter

with a discussion of our experimental observation of this phase transition.

5.2 Calculations on the high pressure rotation to libration phase transition

In the past decade several papers appeared discussing the possibility of

the high pressure rotation to libration phase transition. Since we compare our

experimental observations with these models it seems appropriate to discuss

them rather extensively. This is the subject of this section.

5.2.1 Calculations by Raich, Etters and England

In 1972 Raich and Etters investigated the rotation - libration phase

transition5. This calculation was improved in 1976 by England, Raich and

Etters^, mainly by using a more accurate form for the anisotropic potential.

These twe papers will be discussed simultaneously.

The calculations are zero temperature rigid lattice self consistent mean

field calculations. The isotropic potential is taken to be the same as at

zero pressure. The anisotropic potential is found by summing the EQQ-potential,

the repulsive valence interactions, the Van der Waals attractive forces and

the induced dipole - quadrupole potential. Using the symmetry of the Pa3

lattice, which is thus put into the calculation, the net anisotropic potential

between two molecules i and j can conveniently be written as:

V.. = D. . Y° (£2.) Y° (Q.) (5.8)
ij ij 2 l 2 i

The mean field potential molecule i experiences thus becomes

j
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Fig. 5.3 Order parameter <?ƒ> versus lattice parameter. The crossing of the

curve with the horizontal axis corresponds to the phase transition point.

(From ref.6).

where Y(fi.) is the single particle rotational ground state wave function. This

function can be found by solving the Hamiltonian
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(B J? + V.)
1 1

(5.10)

Thus the problem can be solved self-consistently: take a f, then (5.9) yields

V., then (5.10) yields a new V etc. The calculation was done in the following

way. For each value of the lattice parameter R, the summation in (5.9) was

carried out over 15 neighbouring shells. An initial guess of V was used to

calculate V.. The new Hamiltonian in eq.(5.10) was then diagonalized using

the first 10 even spherical harmonics as basis. This yielded a new ¥ and the

process was iterated until the change between iterations became less than

1 in 105.

The results of this calculation for ortho - H,, and para - D„ are shown in

figure 5.3. The vertical axis shows the order parameter for which the matrix

element in eq.(5.9) was taken. From this calculation the following critical

densities for the rotation - libration phase transition at T = 0 K are found:

year

1972

1976

para - H2

(cc/tnole)

6.966

5.788

ortho - D„

(cc/mole)

7.986

7.447

re f

5

6

These values were calculated by taking their R/R ratio, cubing and multiplying

by 23.16 cc/mole for H2 and 19.95 cc/mole for D2> In ref.6, table I, the V

value for H- is probably a misprint. The differences between these two

calculations are entirely due to the fact that different anisotropic

potentials were used. The more recent calculation should be more trustworthy

since the potential used therein is probably more realistic.

5.2.2 Calculations by Felsteiner and Friedman

In 1973 calculations on the rotation - libration phase transition were

carried out by Felsteiner and Friedman7. The anisotropic potential used was

the one given by Nakamura8 which takes into account the EQQ, dispersive and

valence interactions. Using a more elaborate version of the mean field

approximation they were not only able to predict the critical temperature as

a function of pressure but also of predicting the Pa3 structure to be the

structure of the librational phase. The phase line was calculated from the
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minima in the free energy, which was obtained from the partition function. The

minimum in free energy as a function of order parameter was found using a

generalization of the Luttinger Tisza method. Some of the results of this

calculation are shown in figure 5.4. They found the following critical

densities:

year

1973

para - H2

(cc/mole)

7.144

ortho - D„

(cc/mole)

9.293

ref

7

We calculated these values by taking their R/R ratio, cubing and multiplying

by 23.16 cc/mole for H„ and 19.95 cc/mole for D . The fact that these results

differ from those obtained by Raich, Etters and England should be due to the

different anisotropic potentials that were used in the respective calculations.

It is surprizing that such a large discrepancy results. In this context we

are not able to offer an explanation.

5.2.3 Predictions by Aviram, Goshen and Thieberger

Recently Aviram, Goshen and Thieberger carried out calculations on the

rotation to libration phase transition9'10. For the EQQ part of the anisotropic

interaction they take Gush and Van Kranendonk's value11; for the anisotropic

repulsive valence and dispersion interactions they took the values from the

older Nakamura paper12. In this work a Jastrow type wave function is used as

variational wave function. The expectation values of the potential and

kinetic energy are calculated using straightforward quantummechanics. The

occurring integrals are calculated by a Monte Carlo sampling technique. The

total energy is plotted as a function of the variational parameters and the

lattice parameter. The critical lattice parameter R is found by considering

the absolute minimum in energy. For R>R this minimum corresponds to

variational parameters that correspond to an order parameter zero, whereas

for R < R the minimum occurs for such variational parameters that the order
c

parameter is non-zero. In the first paper9 they use the form of eq.(5.8) for

the anisotropic interactions. The fact that only m=0 terms contribute in

(5.8) is rigorously justified within the mean field theory. However it is

less justified outside a mean field calculation. Therefore in their second
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paper10 also m ^ O terms were added to (5.8); exactly the same potential was

used. Of course one expects this to have only slight influence on the result

if a mean field approach is justified. However by taking the m ^ O terms into

account, Aviram et al. find a critical density that differs considerably from

the m = 0 approach. These authors find the following critical densities:

m = 0

also m ^ 0

year

1981

1981

para - H„

(cc/mole)

7.154

4.461

ortho - D

(cc/mole)

not calculated

not calculated

ref

9

10

Since the difference between the m = 0 and m / 0 is so enormous it is difficult

to compare this calculation with others; we will only point out that the

potential is not quite up to date and that problems may arise from the fact

that shallow minima in the free energy were determined, using only a very

limited density of points.

5.2.4 Calculations by Lagendijk and Silvera

In 1981 Lagendijk and Silvera calculated the rotation - libration critical

density for both hep and fee using a quite different approach . In this

calculation the dispersion relation for the J = 2 roton band is calculated

using a second quantization method. For the anisotropic potential only pure

EQQ interactions are considered (with also m ^ O terms in eq.(5.8)). For a

certain density one of the roton branches becomes soft for a certain k-vector.

The freezing of this mode results in a symmetry breaking of the ground state

which is compatible with a transition to a Pa3 structure. This calculation

predicts a Pa3 structure for the high pressure phase. Critical densities were

determined from the density at which a roton mode frequency becomes zero. At

the critical density the low pressure phase becomes unstable (which must be

discerned from the density where the high pressure phase has a lower free

energy than the low pressure phase). Calculations were done both on hep and

fee crystal structures. The results are shown below:
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hep

fee

year

1981

1981

para - Hg

(cc/mole)

4.358

4.508

ortho - V>2

(cc/mole)

6.434

6.658

ref

CM
 

CM

These results should not be compared directly to those discussed before since

Lagendijk and Silvera have used a pure EQQ potential (for the purpose of

demonstrating this method), whereas the other results were obtained using

more realistic anisotropic potentials. We would like to note, however, that

incorporation of other contributions would lead to a stronger anisotrooic

potential and thus to a lower critical density (or lower critical pressure).

5.2.5 Summary of calculational results

During the past decade several groups have calculated critical densities

for the rotation - libration phase transition. Table 5.1. summarizes the results

of the various calculations which were all done on fee except LShcp.

Authors

code

RE

ERE

FF

AGT1

AGT2

LShcp

LSfcc

para - hydrogen

critical

molar volume

(cc/mole)

6.966

5.788

7.144

7.154

4.4' 1

4.358

4.508

critical

pressure

(kbar)

96

190

87

87

479

520

462

ortho - deuterium

critical

molar volume

(cc/mole)

7.986

7.447

9.293

-

-

6.434

6.658

critical

pressure

(kbar)

51

68

27

-

-

120

105

section

5.2.1

5.2.1

5.2.2

5.2.3

5.2.3

5.2.4

5.2.4

ref

5

6

7

9

10

2

2

Table 5.1 Summary of various predictions of the rotation - libration phase

transition. Critical pressures were calculated using the Silvera - Goldman

potential (see section 2.9).
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The results of Lagendijk and Silvera should be taken as an upper limit on the

critical pressure since a not quite realistic anisotropic potential was used.

The paper by England et al. certainly must be considered as an improvement

over the paper by Raich and Etters, whereas the paper by Felsteiner and

Friedman stands on an equal footing with the one by England et al. The large

difference between these results suggests that a numerical error may exist.

Presently the approach by Lagendijk and Silvera seems most promising.

Application to a more realistic potential would be useful. To conclude: we

expect from these calculations a critical pressure <100 kbar for D„. As we

shall see a substantially higher critical pressure is experimentally found,

suggesting that either the theories or the potentials used are still

incomplete.

5.3 Experimental observation
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Fig. 5.5 Roton, phonon (P) and vibvon (V) frequencies of para-H- and

ortho -D'2 as a function of density. The density is scaled to the zero pressure

density of hydrogen. Full width at half maximum is indicated by the shaded

area. Dashed envelopes indicate weak lines. This is a reproduction of fig.4.4.
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In this section we will present evidence of the rotation - libration phase

transition which takes place in ortho - D„ at 290 kbar and 0 K and at higher

pressures for higher temperatures. In hydrogen we have not yet observed the

phase transition but we do see precursors and hence a semi - empirical

prediction of the phase transition pressure can be made for hydrogen.

Experiments were done on 98.5% pure para - H_ and 98.5% pure ortho-D„.

The impurity was the odd J species. This impurity may have caused the phase

transition to occur at slightly lower pressure than it would have occurred

if 100% pure even J samples would have been used. However we believe this

effect to be rather small. We will now present our observations on deuteviwn.

First we discuss some phenomena that may be considered precursors of the

phase transition. At a pressure of about 100 kbar the centre of gravity of

the S (0) triplet (the J,v =0,0-*2,0 transition) does no longer increase

with increasing pressure; instead it decreases (see figure 5.5). A sample

spectrum representative for the whole pressure range 0-120 kbar is given in

figure 5.6a. At 130 kbar the m =0 line loses nearly all its intensity and a
J

spectrum like figure 5.6b is observed. Above 160 kbar the remaining lines

become broader and broader and merge into one broad band illustrated by figure

5.6c. In figure 5.5 the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) is indicated by the

shaded area. It can be clearly seen that the FWHM increases drastically with

pressure. In the range 1.2 K - 30 K the FWHM was found to be independent of

temperature. At 290 kbar this broad band suddenly changes into two much weaker

and narrower bands; simultaneously the frequency of the vibron changes a few

cm '. A typical example is shown in figure 5.6d. This corresponds to the phase

transitions as we will discuss later. If we heat such a sample we go back

through the phase line and again one broad band is observed; simultaneously

the vibron frequency changes a few cm"^. This is illustrated in figure 5.6e.

In figure 5.7, inset we show the temperature dependence of the vibron

frequency at 369 kbar. The jump can clearly be seen at 35 K.

In figure 5.7, main figure, we have plotted the temperature at the jump

in vibron frequency versus pressure (full circles) and also the magnitude of

the jump (open circles). The full circles correspond to the phase line. The

observed behaviour is clearly in disagreement with the prediction by Felsteiner

and Friedman (see figure 5.4). When scanning the vibron line with higher

resolution one can see two peaks in the region of the frequency jump, one

growing and one diminishing in intensity when temperature is changed. This
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Fig. 5.7 Inset: frequency of the Q1 (0) vibron as a function of temperature

at 369 kbar. The jump corresponds to the high pressure rotational - librational

phase transition. The main figure gives the temperature at the jump as a

function of pressure (full circles) and the frequency difference between 50 K

and 5 K (corrected for unrelevant effects) as a function of pressure (open

circles).

is illustrated in figure 5.8. This may be indicative of a coexistence of the

two phases in the critical region and thus of a first order phase transition.

The fact that the frequency jump size goes continually to zero for p -I- 290 kbar

is probably due to strain effects which make the transition a bit sluggish

below 20 K. Above 20 K no hysteresis effects were observed.

5.4 Interpretation and discussion

As discussed in the previous section the jump in vibron frequency and the

simultaneous change in the "roton" band is interpreted as being due to the
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rotation - libration phase transition. We will now treat the several observed

phenomena. In deuterium the centre of gravity of the roton lines starts to

decrease with increasing pressure for pressures above 100 kbar, for hydrogen

this phenomenon occurs above 500 kbar. Because hydrogen and deuterium have

approximately the same potential and because this effect is not observed in

hydrogen at the same density as in deuterium, it is probably due to the

mixing in of higher rotational states or in other words to the fact that J

is no longer a good quantum number. However this behaviour could not yet be

predicted by the model of Lagendijk on roton anharmonicities. For the

intensity drop of the m =0 branch we do not have an explanation.
J

We will now discuss the region of severe line broadening above 160 kbar.

Lagendijk and Silvera have calculated the roton dispersion relation for hep

and fee hydrogen. They find that one loton branch has a frequency that

decreases with increasing pressure for certain k-vectors and becomes soft at

the phase transition. At low pressure the rotons are very narrow as there are

no states available which enable decay. However above a certain pressure

there exist vectors k where E(k ) is one half of the energy of the k = 0

rotons and the following decay process is possible^:

R(fi)—*R(£C) + R(-£c) (5.11)

where R(k) represents a roton with wavevector k; only R(0) is Raman active.

This process will lead to lifetime broadening of R(0). This broadening will

increase with pressure because the available density of states in the region

that accounts for the decay increases with pressure2.

We will now turn our attention to the phase transition itself. In the

low pressure phase the molecules are not oriented. In the high pressure phase

the molecules are oriented along certain crystallographic directions. Thus

the atoms will experience a different intramolecular potential. And thus a

change in vibron frequency is expected. This is indeed what is observed: in

the high pressure phase the Q (0) frequency is lower than in the low

pressure phase, indicating that the potential an atom experiences is slightly

weaker. This means that the atom is farther away from the core of the

intramolecular potential or that the molecule is larger. The change in vibron

frequency across the phase line is of the same order as the change at zero

pressure between the liquid and gas phases (which corresponds to a change of

the atom- atom distance in the molecule with ̂ 0.1%). As far as the low
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frequency spectrum is concerned in the high pressure phase the molecules can

only librate around their equilibrium position and the excitations are called

"librons" (they are analogous to spin waves in a ferromagnet). Lagendijk3 has

calculated a libron spectrum consisting of 8 distinct lines (not necessarily

all Raman active). From the experimental data, which was limited in frequency

due to background fluorescence of the diamonds it is not possible to decide

whether this data does or does not agree with the calculated librons. Because

of this fact and also because of the fact that the phonon was unobservable at

these pressures it is not yet possible to establish on experimental basis

whether the new phase has the Pa3 structure or not. The phonon is Raman active

in the low pressure hep phase, but would not be Raman active in the Pa3 (fee)

phase hence it would be useful to observe the phonon across the phase line.

However the phonon could only be measured in the roton - phonon hybridization

region, where its intensity is enhanced due to the coupling.

Finally we present the proposed new phase diagram, based on figure 5.7

in figure 5.9. At ^80 K and higher temperatures the roton band is always broad

due to the presence of higher rotational excitations as is demonstrated in

figure 5.10. Hence it is not possible to determine the high temperature

boundary of the rotational line broadening area experimentally. On basis of

our model one expects it to extend up to the melting line.

We will now try and estimate the critical pressure for para-H„. As

discussed previously the parameter dominating the phase transition is £//B

where e, is the EQQ anisotropic potential strength and B the rotational

constant. For hydrogen and deuterium e, is about equal but B ~ 2B .

Furthermore e, is proportional to R . The maximum in the m = 0 roton line

curve and the point where the intensity of the m =0 branch becomes very low

do indeed scale as R~ /B. The fact that the use of e, for the prediction of

the phase transition gives erroneous results does not affect the validity of

the present argument. Since we use empirical data to scale from an error in

the potential would give rise to a second order effect only. If we thus

suppose that we can scale the critical density also as R~ /B we find a

critical pressure for para - H9 at OK of 880 kbar. This pressure was outside

the current experimental range but might be attained in the same apparatus

with smaller diamonds.
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SUMMARY

In this thesis the results of Raman scattering experiments on solid

molecular hydrogen and deuterium are presented. At zero pressure solid

molecular hydrogens are the simplest molecular solids, consisting of very

light molecules that have very weak intermolecular interactions. The

properties of the molecules hardly differ from those of the molecules in the

gas phase. Most of the properties of these weakly interacting molecules can

be calculated from "first principles" quantummechanical calculations. The

application of high pressure (up to 600 kbar) makes it possible to increase

the density by a factor 5, thus considerably increasing the intermolecular

interactions. Therefore hydrogen is ideally suited to study the effect of the

intermolecular interactions on the properties of the solid as a function of

the strength of those interactions.

Depending upon the relative orientation of the two nuclear spins in the

molecule, two species of hydrogen and deuterium can be discerned. At low

temperature and pressure one of these species has a spherical symmetric ground

state. This species is called para - hydrogen or ortho - deuterium. The work in

this thesis was done exclusively on this so called even-J species. The

molecules of para - hydrogen and ortho - deuterium can be in spherically

symmetric states due to the fact that even in the zero pressure solid the

molecules behave as almost free rotors. The lowest energy free rotor state has

spherical symmetry.

Due to the (small) anisotropic interactions in the solid the rotation of

one molecule will be (weakly) coupled to that of its neighbours. As a

consequence a rotational excitation is not localized but behaves as an exciton

wave called a "roton". The roton band is split by the anisotropic interactions,

the size of the splitting being a direct measure of the strength of these

interactions. From the measured frequencies of the various roton branches as

a function of pressure, various contributions to the intermolecular potential

can be determined, using a theoretical model for the effects of these
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potentials on the roton frequencies. Currently available models are only

partially in agreement with experimental observation. Thus only some

contributions to the potential can be extracted from our measurements using

these models. When more complete models become available the experimental

results presented in this thesis can be used to provide a wealth of

information on the intermolecular potential. Additional information on the

isotropic part of this potential is provided by measurement of the E„

transverse optical phonon frequency also presented here. Information on the

intramolecular potential in the solid can be obtained from our measurement

of the frequency of the internal vibration of the molecule ("vibron"). We

find that the vibron frequency increases with increasing pressure which can

be expected if the molecules themselves are also compressed. But above

^300 kbar the vibron frequency starts to decrease with increasing pressure.

One possible explanation is the occurrence of charge overlap effects, which

may be either a precursor of an insulator to metal phase transition (expected

to take place at 3.0± 1.5 Mbar) or speculatively a precursor of a soft vibron

mode which would be expected if a phase transition from molecular to atomic

solid state would occur.

Two new phenomena are presented in this work. Firstly roton - phonon

hybridization was observed in hydrogen and deuterium. The Raman active optical

phonon and one of the roton branches have the same symmetry. The roton

frequency is only slightly changed upon application of pressure, whereas the

phonon frequency increases sharply with pressure. At zero pressure the phonon

frequency is much lower than the roton frequency. As a consequence these

frequencies are equal for a certain pressure (MSO kbar for deuterium, ^150 kbar

for hydrogen) and the effect of hybridization of this roton and phonon could

be observed in the pressure region where it is most strongly evident.

Hybridization is an effect where elementary excitations loose their identity

and become admixtures. Hybridization was observed both from its effect on the

frequency and from its effect on the intensity of the excitations.

Secondly a new phase transition was observed in deuterium. The

application of pressure increases the anisotropic interactions to such an

extent that eventually the molecules are no longer in free rotor states. The

molecules will orient along certain crystallographic directions and can only

"librate" (perform an oscillatory tilting motion) around these directions.

Rotational excitations are no longer possible, but a librational spectrum

may be observed. A section of the phase line of this new phase was obtained
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by observing the disappearance of the rotational band and a simultaneous

frequency change of the vibron. Both the zero temperature critical pressure

and the temperature dependence of the critical pressure are in poor agreement

with current theoretical predictions. However a large contribution to the

disagreement may be due to the fact that possibly incorrect anisotropic

potentials were used as input in these models. By using anisotropic potentials

extracted from the present work as input it may be decided whether the models

or the potentials used need reconsideration. This analysis however is outside

the scope of this thesis and we want to conclude with a call for further

theoretical work on this subject.
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift worden de resultaten beschreven van Raman verstrooi-

ings experimenten aan vaste waterstof en deuterium. Bij nuldruk zijn de vaste

waterstoffen de meest eenvoudige vaste stoffen doordat ze bestaan uit heel

lichte moleculen die een zeer zwakke wisselwerking hebben. De eigenschappen

van de moleculen in de vaste stof verschillen nauwelijks van die van de

moleculen in het gas. De meeste eigenschappen van deze moleculen met zwakke

onderlinge wisselwerking kunnen worden berekend door middel van quantummecha-

nische berekeningen die slechts uitgaan van zeer elementaire gegevens. Door

het aanbrengen van hoge druk (tot 600 kbar) kan men de dichtheid met een

factor 5 doen toenemen, waardoor de wisselwerkingen tussen de moleculen aan-

merkelijk sterker worden. Hierdoor is waterstof bijzonder geschikt om het

effect te bestuderen van de intermoleculaire wisselwerkingen op de eigen-

schappen van de vaste stof, als functie van de sterkte van deze wisselwer-

kingen.

Men kan twee soorten waterstof en deuterium onderscheiden al naar gelang

de relatieve richting van de kernspins van het twee - atomige molecuul. Eén van

deze soorten bevindt zich bij lage temperatuur en druk in een bolsymmetrische

grondtoestand. Deze soort heet para - waterstof respectievelijk ortho - deute-

rium. Dit proefschrift gaat alleen over deze zogenaamde even-J soort. De

moleculen van para-waterstof en ortho - deuterium kunnen zich in bolsymme-

trische toestanden bevinden doordat de moleculen zich als bijna vrije rotators

gedragen, zelfs in de vaste stof bij nuldruk.

Tengevolge van de (zwakke) anisotrope wisselwerkingen in de vaste stof

zal een rotatie van een molecuul (zwak) zijn gekoppeld aan die van zijn buren.

Hierdoor is een rotatie - excitatie niet gelocaliseerd, maar gedraagt deze zich

als een exciton golf, die "roton" genoemd wordt. De roton-band is opgesplitst

tengevolge van de anisotrope wisselwerkingen. De mate van opsplitsing is een

directe maat voor de sterkte van deze wisselwerkingen. Uit de gemeten frequen-

ties van de verschillende rotontakken als functie van de aangelegde druk,
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kunnen verschillende bijdragen tot de intermoleculaire potentiaal worden

bepaald. Hierbij maken we gebruik van een theoretisch model voor de effecten

die deze potentialen op de roton-frequenties hebben. De modellen die op het

ogenblik beschikbaar zijn, blijken slechts gedeeltelijk in overeenstemming met

de experimentele waarnemingen. Hierdoor konden slechts enkele bijdragen tot

de potentiaal met onze metingen worden vergeleken. Wanneer vollediger modellen

beschikbaar komen zullen de experimentele resultaten, die in dit proefschrift

zijn gegeven, een schat aan informatie kunnen opleveren over de intermolecu-

laire potentiaal. Aanvullende informatie over het isotrope deel van deze

potentiaal kan worden verkregen uit onze meting van de frequentie van het E„

transversale optische fonon. Gegevens over de intramoleculaire potentiaal in

de vaste stof kunnen worden verkregen uit metingen van de frequentie van de

interne vibraties van het molecuul, die in de vaste stof aanleiding geven tot

"vibronen". We hebben gevonden dat de frequentie van het vibron toeneemt met

toenemende druk, hetgeen men inderdaad verwacht als ook de moleculen zelf ge-

comprimeerd worden. Boven ongeveer 300 kbar echter begint de vibron frequentie

af te nemen met toenemende druk. Een mogelijke verklaring hiervoor is het op-

treden van ladingsoverlap effecten, die een voorloper kunnen zijn van een

fase-overgang van isolator naar metaal (verwacht bij 3.0± 1.5 Mbar). Een andere

verklaring is dat het vibron "zachter" begint te worden, als voorloper op een

fase-overgang van moleculaire naar atomaire vaste stof.

Er werden twee nieuwe verschijnselen waargenomen. Ten eerste werd zowel

in waterstof als in deuterium hybridisatie (menging) van het roton met het

fonon waargenomen. Het Raman actieve optische fonon en één van de roton-takken

hebben dezelfde symmetrie. De frequentie van het roton verandert slechts

weinig als functie van de druk, terwijl de frequentie van het fonon sterk met

de druk toeneemt. Bij nuldruk is de frequentie van het fonon veel lager dan

die van het roton. Hierdoor zijn bij een bepaalde druk de fonon en roton fre-

quenties gelijk (bij ̂ 60 kbar voor deuterium en bij M50 kbar voor waterstof).

Het effect van de hybridisatie van roton en fonon werd waargenomen in het

drukgebied waarin dit het duidelijkst naar voren treedt. Door hybridisatie

verliezen elementaire excitaties hun identiteit en worden een mengvorm. De

hybridisatie kon worden waargenomen door het effect dat optreedt in de fre-

quenties en intensiteiten.

Ten tweede werd er een nieuwe faseovergang waargenomen in deuterium.

Onder invloed van druk nemen de anisotrope wisselwerkingen zozeer toe dat de

moleculen zich uiteindelijk niet meer in vrije rotator toestanden bevinden.
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De moleculen richten zich dan langs bepaalde kristal-assen en ze kunnen alleen

nog "libreren", d.w.z. een oscillerende kantelbeweging uitvoeren. Er kunnen

geen rotationele excitaties meer optreden, maar we zouden wel een libratie-

spectrum kunnen waarnemen. Een deel van de faselijn van deze nieuwe fase werd

bepaald door te kijken naar het verdwijnen van de roton-band en de daarmee

gepaard gaande verandering van de frequentie van het vibron. Zowel de kritische

druk bij nultemperatuur als de temperatuurafhankelijkheid van de kritische

druk zijn slecht in overeenstemming met de huidige theoretische voorspellingen.

Het is echter mogelijk dat dit voornamelijk veroorzaakt wordt door het gebruik

van mogelijk onjuiste anisotrope potentialen bij het toepassen van deze model-

len. Door uit onze resultaten anisotrope potentialen af te leiden en deze te

gebruiken bij het testen van de modellen kan men besluiten of de modellen dan

wel de potentialen heroverweging behoeven. Deze analyse valt echter buiten

het bestek van dit proefschrift en we willen besluiten met een oproep tot

verder theoretisch werk op dit gebied.
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NAWOORD

Het in dit proefschrift beschreven onderzoek werd verricht onder leiding

van Prof.Dr. I.F. Silvera aan het Natuurkundig Laboratorium van de Universiteit

van Amsterdam, in het kader van het onderzoeksprogramma van de werkgemeenschap

vaste stof van de Stichting voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie (FOM) en

als zodanig financieel gesteund door de Nederlandse Organisatie voor Zuiver

Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek (ZWO).

Ik wil graag iedereen bedanken die aan de totstandkoming van dit proef-

schrift heeft bijgedragen. Allereerst wil ik hier mijn ouders bedanken voor

het feit dat ze me overgehaald hebben om naar het gymnasium te gaan en voor

alle steun, materieel en immaterieel, die zij mij gedurende mijn schooltijd,

maar zeker ook tijdens mijn universitaire studie hebben gegeven. Zonder hun

steun was ik waarschijnlijk mijn studie niet eens begonnen. Bij Elly vond ik

rust en ontspanning na urenlang priegelen met robijntjes en gaskets, of andere

enerverende bezigheden. Zij leende ook een gewillig oor aan mijn zeer zwaar

zwetsgezwam over deze aktiviteiten.

Ike Silvera heeft mij een onderwerp gegeven dat in de normale periode van

4 jaar tot een goed einde gebracht kon worden. Zijn zeer intensieve begelei-

ding tijdens mijn studententijd maakte het mogelijk dat ik bij mijn promotie-

onderzoek meer zelfstandig kon werken. Zijn inspirerend enthousiasme was van

onschatbare waarde bij de totstandkoming van het in dit proefschrift beschre-

ven onderzoek. Bij het interpreteren van de meetresultaten was de hulp van Ad

Lagendijk onmisbaar. Verschillende - soms zeer uitvoerige - berekeningen werden

door hem gedaan tot beter (kwantitatief) begrip van de experimenteel gevonden

verschijnselen. Zijn hulp bij de totstandkoming van dit proefschrift heeft ook

mijn kennis van de natuurkunde in het algemeen verdiept. Dick Brandt wil ik

bedanken voor voortdurende dagelijkse hulp bij de experimenten en de voorberei-

dingen daartoe. Zonder deze hulp en zonder het voortdurend overleg daarbij

waren de experimenten lang niet zo succesvol verlopen.
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Bij het vervaardigen en operationeel maken van de apparatuur was bijna de hele

staf van het Natuurkundig Laboratorium direct of indirect betrokken. Toch wil

ik hier graag enkele mensen afzonderlijk bedanken. Allereerst constructeur-

tekenaar H. Witteveld die de diamantcel en cryostaat ontwierp (in samenspraak

met Ike Silvera, Alfred Driessen en mijzelf). Zijn vroegtijdig overlijden

betekende een groot verlies voor het hele laboratorium. In het bijzonder doet

het mij verdriet dat hij de meer spectaculaire technische prestaties van zijn

apparatuur niet meer heeft mogen beleven. Jan Hoffman en Cor Pauël vervaardig-

den respectievelijk diamantcel en cryostaat. Het overleg dat gedurende de

bouwfase van deze apparaten nodig was verliep zo prettig dat ik met veel

plezier aan die bouwtijd terugdenk. De zeer nauwe toleranties die Jan Hoffman

bij de vervaardiging van de diamantcel aanhield hebben in belangrijke mate

bijgedragen tot de succesvolle werking van de cel als geheel. De hulp van

Peter van Loon was onmisbaar bij de sterkte berekeningen van de cel. Ruud

Scheltetna maakte een handig werkende verrijdbare bok die het hanteren van de

cryostaat tot een gemakkelijke operatie maakte. Ad Wijkstra wil ik in het bij-

zonder bedanken voor de gemakkelijke manier waarop hij "spoedopdrachten" op-

ving en vaak zelf uitvoerde. Lenshouders werden vervaardigd door René Rik.

Twee-dimensionaal beweegbare optische ruiters waren het werk van Wim Moolhuysen,

die eveneens de koper electroden voor het vonkverspanen van de gaskets maakte.

Ton Riemersma en Hugo Schlatter hebben onmisbare hulp gegeven bij het vervaar-

digen van de gaatjes in de gaskets. Met hun hulp bleek het mogelijk in een

20 ym dik gasket getrapte gaatjes te vonkverspanen met een diametersprong van

150-»-100 ym. Hoewel dit niets met dit proefschrift te maken heeft wil ik niet

onvermeld laten dat Ton en Hugo voor mij één van 's werelds grootste anhydride

koper(I)chloride éënkristallen gegroeid hebben, een groeiproces dat een kleine

maand in beslag nam. De figuren in dit proefschrift werden getekend en gefoto-

grafeerd door Ben Leonards die ik hier graag dank voor de mooie verwerking van

de figuren. Van mijn collegae promovendi hebben vooral Piet Berkhout, Alfred

Driessen, Herman Godfried, Luc Lassche en Jook Walraven middels vele discus-

sies bijgedragen tot mijn begrip van de natuurkunde in het algemeen en van de

in dit proefschrift beschreven zaken in het bijzonder. Tenslotte, maar niet in

de laatste plaats ben ik veel dank verschuldigd aan Dr. M. Seal,

Dr. E.A. Burgemeister en A. Dessaufagie van D.Drukker&Zn N.V. voor vele

nuttige discussies en voor een prettige manier van samenwerken bij het leveren

van diamanten, waardoor we steeds over optimale stenen voor de diamantcel

konden beschikken.
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